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INTRODUCTION 
 
This report presents and summarizes data collected at the Summit for Healthy Aging and Care, 
which took place on Nov. 6 and 7, 2012 in Fredericton, New Brunswick. Specifically, this report 
discusses key themes that emerged from small and large group discussions on topics such as 
receiving and accessing services, barriers and enablers to creating an ideal future for elderly 
people in New Brunswick, creating age-friendly communities and support of natural or family 
caregivers. 
 
Avril Orloff captured graphic recordings of the Summit; the graphics are presented here to add 
context.  
 
SayZu Analytics word clouds are also utilized here in order to assist in summarizing and 
presenting the wide-ranging opinions expressed by participants.
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WHY IS THIS SUMMIT IMPORTANT? 
 
By way of introduction, groups were asked, “What is one word that captures why it is 
important for you to be here today?” 
 
SayZu collected 341 responses from 61 groups, which are mapped in the word cloud below. 
Overwhelmingly, participants indicated a desire to learn, gather information and understand 
the issues, but also to impart their own knowledge, to share what they know with others and to 
try to affect change, innovation and greater collaboration. 
 
 

 
 

Top 5 Most Common Words    

Word Frequency 

Learning/learn/connaissance/comprendre 22 
Sharing/partage 14 
Future 13 
Change/changement 13 
Information 7 
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THE FUTURE WE WANT TO CREATE 
 
“Imagine a future in which NB is recognized globally for the quality of life of its elderly 
population. What does this look like? How would we know we are/have created this 
future? What is it that we are striving to create together?” 
When asked to envision an ideal future for elderly people in New Brunswick, participants 

described a place where seniors are respected, connected with an intergenerational mix of 
young and old and valued for their wisdom. In this vision seniors have a high quality of life and 
access to the care they require.  

 
There was some sober 
reflection, also, on what 
might need to change to 
achieve such a vision.  
“The boomers are going to 
have different desires than 
the previous generation. 
Does the definition of 
'home' need to change. 
Does the definition of 
'family' need to change 
where community 
members (neighbours etc.) 
take on traditional roles of 
family, who live and work 
in other provinces,” one 
group wondered. 
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Opinion on the matter converged on the notion of community. Participants noted the reciprocal 
nature of a strong community and the important roles seniors can play in this cycle. Many groups 
challenged the notion that seniors are a burden on society and instead suggested, in this ideal 
future, elderly people should be productive, valued members of the community. 
 
Participants were then asked, “What are three things you would most like to see in place in 
the future?” with regards to receiving and accessing services to seniors. 
 
The word cloud below displays the diversity of responses to this question. However, several key 
themes are apparent. The notion of community, again, was powerful here, but this time 
participants focused on the various roles community members play. From institutions, health 
care professionals, and service providers, down to families and individual people, the 
importance of a highly functioning network -- or system -- of constituents cannot be discounted. 
The home is also a central component of the community -- and indeed a central theme of the 
Summit  
 
Information was seen to be a core element of a successful service delivery regime, and one that 
is apparently lacking. One group called for “an easy-to-access network of system 
navigators/advocates for seniors and caregivers to provide accurate and consistent information to 
seniors and caregivers,” and the “elimination of silos and improved and increased collaboration 
across-the-board (healthcare providers, caregivers, community-based services, NGOs, etc.)” The 
flow of information throughout the system – to the service providers, caregivers, homes and 
families – is a significant concern here. 
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ENABLERS AND BARRIERS 
Having established the future they desired, participants were asked to consider three to four 

‘enablers’ and ‘barriers’ to creating that future. 

Enablers 
Participants identified a 
general willingness to 
change as one significant 
enabler.  
 
“As evidenced by the strong 
turnout for this summit, there 
is a strong desire and will to 
make changes to the way we 
care for older persons,” wrote 
one group. 
 
Many expressed the notion 
that the current 
malfunctioning system 
combined with a growing 
elderly population may be 
compelling society to change. This was viewed as a good thing, perhaps due to the wealth of 
resources already in place. ‘Resources,’ in this case, refers not only to financial or structural 
means, but also to people as resources (skillsets, wisdom, care and support). 
 
Ten groups identified the New Brunswick Extra-Mural Program as a key enabler.   
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Barriers 
While many saw change as an enabler, it emerged as a potential barrier also. Resistance to 

change – even a cultural resistance – may be limiting the pace of progress. Likewise, many 
identified an insufficient level of coordination between various government agencies, 
institutions, caregivers, healthcare workers and the elderly; communication is lacking. 
Stakeholders, some said, seem to be operating in silos, incapable of coordinating with others. 
This has had a detrimental effect on service delivery. Furthermore, poor communication with the 
public – how seniors’ issues are framed – has led to “a negative perception of seniors in the 
community.” 
 
The centrality of the home emerged again in this discussion of barriers. The entrenched 
institutional nature of the current system, some said, hinders service delivery. In-home care, 
viewed by some to be a far more dignified and comfortable service-delivery vehicle, is limited. In-
home care workers, nurses and other staff must be well supported; today they are not. 
 
“Home support workers have to be supported in their training. This is very important for retention. 
With a trained staff comes the expectation of a decent wage. Proper compensation will improve 
recruitment. Government should look into this as a job creation strategy. More and more home 
support workers will be required in the future and these people need to be seen as professionals and 
valued.” 
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BRIDGING THE GAP 

 

Creating the desired future identified at the beginning of the session requires bridging the gap, 
overcoming barriers and harnessing the power of enablers. This was seen to be a big issue, 
possible the defining policy issue of our time.  

Inspiring Ideas 
Participants were asked, “What 
ideas have you heard that 
inspire/encourage you?” 
Broadly, the dedication to change 
was seen to be an encouraging 
aspect of the Summit. The 
potential to create a future where 
elders are respected, included, 
valued and cared for in a dignified 
and comfortable way seems to 
outweigh any pessimistic 
impression that such a vision 
cannot be realized. The focus of 
this optimism was placed squarely 
on people -- the participants at the 
Summit, the members of the communities, caregivers and policy makers alike. 
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DEFINING THE CARING COMMUNITY 

What does an “age-friendly community” look like? 
Asked to detail what an age-
friendly community looks 
like, participants identified 
several core aspects. Some 
aspects were representative 
of healthy communities in 
general -- like infrastructure 
and services -- while others 
were more specific to elderly 
people.  
 
The importance of strong 
connections between 
community members, the 
ability to rely on neighbourly support in times of need and a general sense of togetherness 
were highlighted. It is not enough to have accessible services. The very makeup of the 
community is important here: an intergenerational community that fosters inclusive 
interaction was seen as vital for age-friendliness. 
 
Transportation emerged as a fundamental component of the community. Accessibility and 
affordability were the chief concerns. 
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How do we support it? 
With a view to gaining insight into opinions on the best ways to support the vision for age-
friendly communities, participants were asked, “What specifically could be done to support 
the role of the natural helper/family care giver?” 
 
One concrete and important component that emerged in the discussion was respite care.  
 
“There needs to be more respite available for short term stays. There needs to be an option for short 
breaks too -- even a few hours can be enough to help refresh a care giver and help to prevent 
burnout and resentment.” 
 
In addition to some form of relief for care-giving family members, other forms of direct and 
indirect support were discussed. Not to belabour the point, but the importance of a strong and 
thriving community emerged as an important aspect here.  Financial considerations, such as tax 
breaks, and training for caregivers were also highlighted.  
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Appendix A 
 
The SayZu word clouds presented in this report are all accessible online, where they can be 
further explored to glean new insights into the conversations that took place. Areas of 
convergence – where groups offered thoughts and opinions that closely resembled those of other 
groups – are easily identified in the word clouds. Likewise, areas of divergence – issues that 
drove a wedge between factions of the membership – are also apparent. Using the “recloud” 
function of SayZu, you are invited to drill down into the nuances of the responses. 
 
The buttons in the bottom left are for “shuffling” the cloud into new arrangements and for 
viewing the cloud in full-screen mode. 
 
The “stream” along the right side of the pain shows the verbatim responses from each group or 
individual. 
 
Note: To derive the most meaning from the clouds, some words have been removed. 
Redundancies and common but uninteresting words (like the, it, a, at, or, etc.) have been edited 
out. Likewise, where groups said the same thing but used different terms to do so, SayZu 
translated the words so this convergence is properly represented. 
 

WHY IS THIS SUMMIT IMPORTANT? 
http://www.sayzu.com/share/?i=2505&u=14&g=14 

THE FUTURE WE WANT TO CREATE 
http://www.sayzu.com/share/?i=2506&u=14&g=14 

3 THINGS NEEDED IN THE FUTURE 
http://www.sayzu.com/share/?i=2509&u=14&g=14 

ENABLERS 
http://www.sayzu.com/share/?i=2510&u=14&g=14 

BARRIERS 
http://www.sayzu.com/share/?i=2511&u=14&g=14 

BRIDGING THE GAP – What’s inspiring? 
http://www.sayzu.com/share/?i=2513&u=14&g=14 

AGE-FRIENDLY COMMUNITIES 
http://www.sayzu.com/share/?i=2514&u=14&g=14 

SUPPORTING FAMILY CAREGIVERS 
http://www.sayzu.com/share/?i=2515&u=14&g=14
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Appendix B 
 
The raw data, cleaned and formatted, are included for further analysis. 
 
Contents: 
 

Q Table Pages 

1 What is one word that captures why it is important for you to be here today? 13 - 15 

2 What are we striving to create? 15 – 21 

3 
Receiving and accessing services: What are three things you would you most 
like to see in place in the future? 

21 - 28 

4&5 

Enablers: What are the top 3-4 ENABLERS – thinks we have going for us in 
NB? 
Barriers: What are 3-4 greatest BARRIERS/CHALLENGES to creating the kind 
of future we want? 

28 - 58 

6 What ideas have you heard that most inspire/encourage you? 58 - 72 

7 What makes for an age friendly community? 73 – 75 

8 
What specifically could be done to support the role of the natural 
helper/family care giver? 

76 – 85 

9 What is one word that captures what this day has meant to you? 85 – 86 

10 Is there any specific action that you will take as a result of todays Summit? 86 

11 
Are there any comments or feedback that you would like to offer to the 
organizers of this Summit? 

86 - 87 
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What is one word that captures why it is important for you to be here today? 

change curious contribute 

share 

future 

connaissance 

Sustainability Demographics Care Future Change 

Learning 

BETTERMENT RESIDENTS 

awareness 

Parce que les personnes agees font parties integrantes de nos vies au quotidien. Nous sommes conscients et confrontes a leurs 
besoins. Nous avons le devoir d assurer leu 

Ageing Future Learning Change Conversation 

Educate 

seniors solutions learning direction awareness caring 

Share Brainstorm Survival Connection Stakeholders 

Apprendre Concertation Partage Solution 

Growth Direction Share Sustainability Community 

Solutions Curiousity Learning Future Obligation 

Learn 

absorb learn interest create equate collaboration 

knowledge future networking realistic health collaboration cooperation 

education relationships change crisis advocates communicate 

vision apprentissage partage d idee 

Future Participation Enlightenment Resolutions Learning 

future soins curiosite delegation solution alternative 

Commonality Learn Ideas Understand 

change recognition innovation enthusiasm planning consensus collaboration 

synergy innovation solutions wisdom realism 

L'avenir! L'amÈlioration Le changement Pour Èchanger 

Discussion Future Partage Viellissement Inovation Espoir 

solution amelioration information preoccupation 

Information Learn Interest Help Representative Relationships 
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What is one word that captures why it is important for you to be here today? 

Ècoute Èchanger vision apprendre changement 

information participation apprendre partager espoir innover 

Relating the challenges to the personal level. 

innovation tommorrow future knowledge information 

connaissance apprendre partager 

sharing elders exploring understanding respect discovery 

avenir 

Vision Apprendre Information Idee Ecouter Grandir 

sustainability accommodation longevity wellness community creativity innovation safety 

Sustainability Change Participation Sharing Survival Knowledge-sharing 

Share 

community learning survival support caring 

Aprentissage Solution Contribution Reseautage Changement Implication 

Change Innovation Dignity Necessity Voice Responsiblity 

knowledge sharing results 

autonomie Èchange moi-mÍme participer apprendre comprendre dÈcouvrir communiquer 

future collaboration dignity change open communication 

Difference Future Planification Obligation Caring Autonomie Securite 

frustration sustainable forward-thinking understanding overview 

change-agent contribution advocate learn information network critical 

Growth Direction Share Sustainability Community 

Aprentissage Solution Implication Reseautage Contribution 

Progression Listen Exposure Accountable Crisis Care Share Commit Passion Teamwork Seniors Ethical Future Dialogue 
Interconnectedness Interdependence Relationships 

Catastrophe Action Greytsunami Solution Movement Participation Co-creating 

Future Collaboration Understanding Learning 

awareness 

Partenariat Mieux-Ítre Ouverture Solution Comprendre CrÈer SÈcuritÈ Autonomie Bien-Ítre Innover …changer Partager Explorer 
Contribution Implication Engagement …couter Motiver Rassemblement IntergÈnÈrationnell AmÈliorer Connaissance …duquer 
Confiance Espoir Passion RÈcolter Grandir …voluer RÈaliste Apprendre Aider 

share 
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What is one word that captures why it is important for you to be here today? 

vision apprentissage partage communication ressource changement opinions ressource humaine et financiere education et 
promotion amÈlioration comprendre innover maximiser les ressources crÈer des liens relever des dÈ fits discussion 

L'avenir L'amÈlioration Le changement l'Èchange Le partage 

information 

Belief 

 
 
What are we striving to create? 

viable and dignified future for our elderly population. 

An environment where we take responsibility to provide respect and choices for our seniors. 

Seamless transitions for the elderly that provides the options necessary for the optimum quality of life, based on their needs and the 
needs of their family. 

BALANCE HARMONY RESOURCES 

I want to be comfortable in my old age preserve my dignity acknowlege and use the wisdom that seniors bring elders are included in 
all aspects of life; not segregated all my needs are met I don't want to feel invisible, I want to feel valued this might be culture shift 
and this takes work 

visage souriant environnement stimulant vie harmonieuse communautaire dans un environnent sain la participation sociale et 
Èconomique des aÓnÈs rÙle et responsabilitÈ communautaire l'engagement des aÓnÈs pour rÈsourdre les difficultÈs. Maintenir un 
environnement pour que les aÓnÈs se sentent bien et restent passionnÈs jusqu'a la fin. 

Une communautÈ inclusive ou les ainÈs sont visiblement heureux et lorsqu'ils le dÈsirent, disposent des ressources leur permettant de 
vivre ‡ domicile. 

Caring Community Community responding to the needs Enhanced life for our seniors Community Moving from need into action 
Breaking down silos Stop ageism Have more choices for seniors..... 

libre de faire ses choix 

A better place for our seniors to live in. Wellness Committee to helps seniors age better. Seniors helping Seniors. Better 
intergenerational relations. A province which respects, values and includes seniors. 

sustainable future healthy environment improved quality of life awareness,education,respect,dignity of aged population voiced 
concerns of issues validated resources to maintain lifestyle of your choice worry free health care system financial stability 
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What are we striving to create? 

Acquerir le bien-etre des aines et des personnes dans le besoin et contrer l isolement des aines. Une meilleure comprehension de la 
part des gouvernements, des employes (personnes aidantes). 

training for care providers home care technology Age friendly culture social inclusion and wellness sharing wisdom, skills, abilities and 
talents Proactive care planning for seniors client care focused on abilities and interests 

-Une meilleur qualite de vie pour nos aines. -Une communaute intergenerationnelle. -Une meilleur communication entre nos jeunes 
et nos aines. -Creer une communaute vibrante. -Garder nos aines le plus autonome possible dans leurs milieu. -Reconnaitre l'enorme 
contribution des aines dans la societe. -Diminuer le taux d'occupation des lits dans nos hopitaux tout en assurant des soins de sante 
de qualite. -Reconditionner la jeune generation a voir le positif de la contribution des aines dans le developpement de la 
communaute. 

A New Brunswick where we have the financial capability and will to take care of the aging population. The seniors gave all their love to 
the community during their lifetime. They should not have financial worries at that time in their life! Prioritites need to be reassesed. 

Augmentez acces aux services a domicile Simplifiez les procedure accesibiliter aux service= une seule porte d,entrer reconnaisance et 
insitatif pour les aidants naturels Respect et inclusion mettre enphase sur les soin domicile 

Seniors connected to the community Seniors as part of the community Social connections Connections where they live Productive 
seniors Mentorship roles for seniors i.e. teaching the younger population traditional, productive, informative things Seniors part of the 
community not always taken care of by the community Resources that allow seniors to achieve a connected, productive life A focus on 
quality of life not necessarily care Stimulating enviroments that lead to preventative lifestyle choices Change in the way we perceive 
seniors (not as those to be cared for but those who participate in life/community) Communities that value physical activity i.e. biking 
lanes on streets, bike racks for community use, winter sporting activities, etc. 

People from all over the world wanting to retire in New Brunswick. That seniors can receive the care they need in the environment 
they want to receive it in. Intergenerational interaction. We learn so much from our elders. Community. Having seniors volunteer in 
classrooms. Seeing seniors out more, walking around, in the community, etc. That everybody gets to be together. That seniors have a 
voice. Live long learning, engaging their minds. We'd like to see quality of life stats going up, and negative numbers going down 
(health care costs, etc.). Fear will be erased (e.g. fear of being put into a nursing home when they aren't ready). People enjoying 
listening to the stories of seniors and learning from them. Retention of craftsmanship (10,000 hours to become an expert at 
something - don't want to lose this). Feeling that their knowledge is valued. Value of the place of seniors in our society be restored - a 
place of high importance. Respect for seniors. Intergenerational community restored. 
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What are we striving to create? 

A better system, the right system at the right time, at the right cost. Smiles on the faces of seniors. Values of integrity, quality of life. A 
culture that represents the community, not the standards as determined by governing bodies. Care that is provided on the basis of the 
individual, not on what is dictated by the objective third party. Common sense approaches to care that allow people to love with their 
hearts. Valuing the elderly, the staff, the familes. Seamlessness and flexibility in the process of providing care to the elderly; finding 
out what works best for the elderly. A way for generations to care for each other; i.e. "adopt-a-grandparent" 

comfort cooperation community security corner for comfort-not necessarily a mansion, inclusive environments-seniors housing 
,daycare,shopping. quality options to choose where they live .enhanced support to provide necessary equipment to stay home and 
homemaker support if seniors are able with family support. 

An innovative, cost sustainable future where professionals come together, without silos, to share wisdom in providing a safe, 
financially accountable means to ensure that those in need are nurtured from a holistic scope and engage the skillset of both 
professionals and seniors, sharing the wisdom and shared skillset to assist in the shaping a new tomorrow. 

It's trying to recreate what used to be -- where elders were greatly respected in society. People did not live as long but those who did 
held a place of esteem. Elders were not viewed as a burden on society. They were contributors to the best of their abilities. A society 
were seniors feel included and engaged, to the extent which they can. Seniors need to live happy and fulflling lives. Most do live at 
home; many on their own. The boomers are going to have different desires than the previous generation. Does the definition of 
'home' need to change. Does the definition of 'family' need to change where community members (neighbours etc)take on traditional 
roles of family, who live and work in other provinces. Programs to look after 'high risk' seniors who are on their own; example 
ambulance attendants (while waiting for calls) check in on these residents. Services within the community need to increase and be 
more co-ordinated; a one-stop 'shopping' concept. We have to remember that to retire from work does not mean to retire from living. 
Concern for future and the aging population and lack of young people to care for this group since these young people are often living 
away and will have to work longer (economic reality). 

A place where no senior has to want for anything, phyically, mentally, spritually. A province where seniors are not segregated out as 
being anything more than another citizen who deserves equal treatment. Assumptions are not made about seniors related to them 
being some full of knowledge on everything - we need to remove ageism. We live in a province where seniors are respected and held 
in high esteem rather than being warehoused. Seniors have a place where they can live, worship, have their basic needs met, received 
serives, including medial and non-essential services in a place where the philosophy is not-for-profit with no influence from 
government. 
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What are we striving to create? 

Harmony Services to help cognitively well seniors cope with retirement. Provide them with meaningful activity and ways to give back 
to community. Easier access to services- financial, geriatricians, home care, educational and emotional support for caregivers. Better 
elder care from family doctors by educating them with the most current best practices. Community that provides the right service for 
the right client- avoiding duplication. For example- medical issue-dr, nutrition issues to dietician Shifting focus to community rather 
than hospital and long term care 

We are striving to create an inclusive community that supports seamless transitions. Quality of life, happiness and the right to live a 
life of risk. 

Vision holistique de la personne agÈ Positivisme du veillissement Inclusion dans la communautÈ Contribution a la socitÈ Briser 
l'isolement social Transmission des savoirs Viellesse sur le continum de la vie, non pas comme la fin de la vie Foyer peut devenir un 
milieux de vie interessant PrÈparation des jeunes au veillissement. 

Supporting our seniors to allow them to stay in their homes as long as possbile. Required services must be in place to maintain and 
enhance their quality of life and dignity. Education and training of caregivers is critical. We will know that we have created this when 
each individual is in the right place at the right time getting the proper level of care. Equality for all. 

Senior daycare programs so that families have respite care and seniors have meaningful activity 

Shared responsibility between communities and services providers Flexible system of service provision The right service at the right 
time Client oriented not staff or oganisation oriented Passionnate and valued employees Accountability 

Les structures et cannaux de communication qui permettent le partage; Implication de toutes les groupes d'age; Un changement de 
mentalite face au placement des aines au moment qu'ils perdent leur independence Structures permettent (choix) les ainees de rester 
a la maison; Des milieux qui favorisent le reseautage, l'autonomie et la socialisation; 

Autonomie Partage integenerationnel Partage des connaissances Briser l'isolation Inclusion Approche communautaire Entraide 

New Brunswick will become a place where seniours want to live to feel secure and live to their full potential with easy access to 
resources. Seniors will maintain their independence and can remain actively involved in their communities and feel engaged. 

QualitÈ de vie. Permettre mieux-Ítre individuel et collectif pour les aÓnÈs. SantÈ globale: mentale et physique. ResponsabilitÈ 
communautaire. Vivre vs survivre. 

Remove duplication of services- Social Development assessments in hospital that have already been completed by experts 
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What are we striving to create? 

participation des aÓnÈs les rendre autonome les impliquer Ítre plus patient avec eux les Ècouter la compassion passion vs convention 
collective respecter leur sagesse leur vÈcu avoir les bonnes valeurs respecter leurs besoins leurs assurer une stabilitÈ 

An innovative, cost sustainable future where professionals come together, without silos, to share wisdom in providing a safe, 
financially accountable means to ensure that those in need are nurtured from a holistic scope and engage the skillset of both 
professionals and seniors, sharing the wisdom and shared skillset to assist in the shaping a new tomorrow. 

-Peut importe notre background tout le monde devrait avoir un ÈquitÈ au niveau des soins, des services..(Chance Ègale pour tout le 
monde). -La journÈe quon va rÈaliser notre futrue c'est de voir la perception positive de nos jeunes vis a vis les personnes ‚gÈes. -
Traiter la personne ‚gÈe la mÍme faÁon que j'aimerai Ítre traitÈ. -Respect intergÈnÈrationnelle -ApprÈcier et accepter l'intÈgration de la 
personne ‚gÈe en milieu de travail (partenariat intergÈnÈrationnelle). -Changer la culture, la perception qu'on a de la personne ‚gÈe 
(individuellement retourner a nos valeurs de base= Ítre humain avec des besoins) -D'avoir un environnement qui permettrait a la 
personne ‚gÈe et toutes les autres groupes d'‚ge de s'Èpanouir, de se dÈvelopper, de partager leurs sagesses- faire a manger, faire des 
jardins, tricoter, couture, menuiserie,... -D'avoir plus de sensibilisation dans le milieu scolaire des besoins des personnes ‚gÈes(ex avoir 
des personnes ‚gÈes comme aide enseignante). -RÈpondre au besoin de la personne agÈe en intÈgrant toute la communautÈ (le 
vieillissement de la population concerne tous les niveaux de la sociÈtÈ). - 

-contentment -respect and value for the elders -a change in perception of aging -choice for our seniors -creating intergenerational 
relationships and a true sense of community by involvement 

Communities where you can age in place Choices - people not systems should decide Knowledge about what is available: what are 
your choices? A world where we can grow old without fear A world where seniors are supported, not cared for A community where 
the young and the old are connected. Help and support to navigate without nearby family members. Wholistic values of care: it's not 
just physical needs. An understanding that aging can be a positive thing - it's more than illness and nursing homes. A system where 
support is given as needed at the time (client-centered), rather than step-like (system-centered) - people can go back home after 
receiving care. 

Cercle de la vie Equipe de professionnel volante Apprendre le respect des ainees aux jeunes sensibiliser les entrepreneurs Maximiser 
tous les services offerts deja Impliquer les intervenants dans un groupe pilote Avoir une communaute inclusive a tous les niveaux 
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What are we striving to create? 

seamless system,being on the same page, collaborative,listening to older adults,getting rid of ageism,mentoring young people, 
fostering culture of respect,a cultural shift, providing information, transparency, prevention to prevent crisis, expand eligibilty criteria 
for service,acknowledge financial difficulties of older adults,holistic approach rather than piecemeal approach, encourage more family 
input and responsibility toward older parent, reduce gender based care, 

Restoring respect of our elders Recreating the family values - intergenerational ties and extended community. 

AinÈs engagÈs. Ne rien perdre de l'expÈrience des ainÈs.  tre valorisÈ.  tre autonome. Une maniËre au famille de garder leur parents 
chez eux (aide financiËre ou autre). Avoir des 'jeunes' prÈparÈ ‡ vieillir.  tre prËs. 

Maintain some autonomy for the long term care population so that they feel valued. Sense of purpose Chance to express themselves 
and contribute. Se Raconter Histoire de Vie Seamless System Improved continuity of care Coordination of care (breaking the silos) 
Maintaining independence in the best possible place i.e. home or special care home or nursing home A community that is better 
prepared to care for the long term care population (rehab, transportation, outreach, senior centres, day programming, information 
about wills POA's etc... ) Primary Health Care SINGLE POINT PLACE FOR INFORMATION AND PLANNING FOR THE LONG TERM CARE 
POPOULATION - AND THE AGING POPULATION END OF LIFE PLANNING - PREPARE FOR END OF LIFE BUT THEN LIVE LIFE TILL THE 
END!! 

seamless system,being on the same page, collaborative,listening to older adults,getting rid of ageism,mentoring young people, 
fostering culture of respect,a cultural shift, providing information, transparency, prevention to prevent crisis, expand eligibilty criteria 
for service,acknowledge financial difficulties of older adults,holistic approach rather than piecemeal approach, encourage more family 
input and responsibility toward older parent, reduce gender based care, 

We're striving to create vibrant, adaptable, flexible and accessible communities of care, where we respect the needs and dignity of 
our seniors as individuals. 

An innovative, cost sustainable future where professionals come together, without silos, to share wisdom in providing a safe, 
financially accountable means to ensure that those in need are nurtured from a holistic scope and engage the skillset of both 
professionals and seniors, sharing the wisdom and shared skillset to assist in the shaping a new tomorrow. 

SÈcuritÈ pour la polulation vieillissante. Trouver des solutions pour assurer cette sÈcuritÈ Un systÈme qui permet de reconnaitre la 
valeur de l'expÈrience et de la sagesse. Un assouplissement des lois sur le revenu des ainÈs, pour offrir aux employeurs plus de 
flexibilitÈ. 
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What are we striving to create? 

"Home first" Have seniors living at home, living with their family, experiencing love (adopting a senior in their own home- move into 
the senior's home). The best for seniors. Passion for our seniors, long term. Listening to seniors. It's a loving relationship. Removing 
barriers to meeting individuals' needs. 

A futur that we are not afraid of Adapted technology for seniors To create the habits now that will serve us as our memories age 

A meaninful life for seniors. A happy, healthy environment for seniors that is sustainable. A stronger advocate role for the needs of 
seniors with easily accessible accurate information. A more open, flexible, comprehensive caring environment that adapts to the 
changing needs of the seniors with absence of rules. An absence of "institutions", rather an abundance of caring (your heart connects 
to mine) environments where what the individual needs today is the "order of the day". An absence of the old medical model... 

A Healthy Tomorrow 

 
 
Receiving and accessing services: What are three things you would you most like to see in place in the future? 

1) Expand scope of existing programs (such as Extra Mural) 2) More supervised commuity based activities for seniors 3) Modes of 
transportation for seniors 4) Easy access to affordable and healthy meals for seniors 

The public need to be educated on the importance of Power of Attorney and having it completed. Consider the person- "grandma" 
and "grandpa" and the comfort they provide. Families need to communicate and plan for their futures- "What if?" 

Simplyfy and improve navigation and access to services for elderly and families. We would like to provide elder services in a way that 
the service comes to them. Improved communication between the levels of services for Elders 

Accessibility seemless flexibility Humanaity in Transition 

Equipe de professionnels mobile Respect des choix des aines Vision a long-terme soutenue Simplifier acces aux services/information 

Connect the Financial DSD people with Revenue Canada to access income tax information. Red Cross rental of equipment- people wait 
for a long time for equipment.Nursing homes have many pieces of equipment donated, stored and not in use. Could these items not 
be donated to Red Cross? Occupational therapy, physiotherapy more available to go the person's home. Currently 3-6 month wait for 
EMP visit. 

ACCESABILITY TO PHYSICAL AND MENTAL CARE AVAILABILITY ADEQUATE RESOURCES 
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Receiving and accessing services: What are three things you would you most like to see in place in the future? 

personne ressourse pour guide et coordonne dans tous le processus de demande de service, acompagne lors de rendez vous medical 
pour explique ect... Simplifier la porte d,entree aux service=porte unique , acces au sercise est trop complique, important de parler a 
une personne et non a une boite vocal... reconnaisance des aidants 

des ressources pour aider les familles a garder les aÓnÈs a la maison incluant un organisme pour aider les familles a avoir un rÈpis a la 
maison une dÈreglementation- partage des pouvoirs processus d'Èvaluation moins long 

1. Create new system of accesibility 2. Seniors helpline (real persons) 3. More medical house calls 

interim level of care/service, people need to assume more personal responsibility to plan for possible decline in health and other 
issues as they age, provide relevant information information to people about what to expect as they get older, seamless provision of 
service 

we need a seemless system so we are not all diconnected,we need to all work together. we need to all be on the same page for clarity 
manuel to allow us to all have the same guidelines to follow so we are all giving the same message 

1. One-stop shopping for seniors at the community level. For assessment, wellness, education, health services, referrals, medication 
review and renewal, activities. There is evidence of this in other provinces that should be replicated in NB 2. Transition/rehabilitation 
unit for seniors who after being released from hospital are cared for and strengthened so that they are able to return to their home 
and live on their own. This could also take the form of intensive home care for a period of time to enable the senior to be independent 
within a period of time; reassessment with the goal of independence. 3. Communities of care - health centres, seniors day centre, 
nursing home, education centres (even schools) all connected and inter-changeable once demographic needs change. 

un guichet unique pour l information qui concerne les aines. Mettre l amphase sur la prevention Amener les aines a se prendre en 
main pour vieillir en sante Amener les aines en sante d aider les personnes moins en sante qui sont en foyer de soins 

services locaux et centralises 

seniors having input into their care senior friendly support navigating the system timely access to service through a system ready to 
address crisis situations It takes a village to raise a child/It takes a village to care for a senior 

1)A system of transportation to services and activities of daily living for our older adults. 2)An interconnectedness of all programs and 
services so that our elderly will receive the respect, dignity and appreciation they deserve. 3)Timely response = effectiveness and 
efficiency. 
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Receiving and accessing services: What are three things you would you most like to see in place in the future? 

1) More choices for elders 2) Reuniting Families- it is okay to look after our own families. Responsibilty is shifted back to helping our 
own We have lost that connectiveness of family 3)Quilt free Nursing Homes. Make an effort to educate the community that nursing 
homes are a part of the journey of life. Therefore there maybe an injustice to the elder. We in Long Term Care have a responsibility to 
educate the community about these Elder Homes.... Not Nursing Homes.... They are Living Homes.... 

-Les services doivent Ítre connus de tous, toute quËte d'information intuitif. -Enlever le stigma sur la vieillesse. -Changer notre 
culture/perception, commencer plus tÙt. 

1)Unifier les services dÈdier aux personnes agÈ, sur un continum, jusqu'en fin de vie. En unifiant services de santÈ, service 
communautaire, service sociaux et mentaux. 2)Equipe volante (infirmiËre, physio, diÈtÈtiste etc), le moins institutionalisÈ possible, ex: 
visite et Èvaluation a domicile. 3)Avoir une personne pivot, pour suivre la personnes agÈ, faire rÈfÈrence aux personne de l'Èquipe 
nÈcessaire pour faire le soins appropriÈ. 

Gouvernance pendant cette periode de transition - meilleur utilisation des infrastructures actuels, - changement de strategie 
(responsabiliser les agences & services communautaire; implications de ces agences en collaboration avec le gouvernement) pour 
faciliter que les aines puissent rester a la maison le plus longtemps possible; - Le support nÈcessaire pour accÈder les ressources 
financiËres et autres (niveau de littÈracie financiËre et autre) 

Trained homemakers. Invite families to participate in care in long term care settings. Only one financial assessor in Saint John in DSD- 
the wait period can be up to a month! 

help line for seniors Ameliorer l acces auux srvices par trlrphone. Presentement, les aines vont chercher leurs services un peu partout 
dans different ministere; il devrait avoir au gouvernement un departement, un bureau ou les aines pourrait recevoir tous les services 
voulus Avoir un pharmacien de disponible lorsque la pharmacie est ouverte 

1. single, simple point of initial access (one stop shopping) 2. consistent and timely service needs assessment 3. a path to/through 
services that is tailored to the individual 

Integration des services extra/mural et ministere du developpement social. Guichet unique pour acceder les services. Elargissement et 
meilleure structure par rapport aux aidants naturels. 

Change in our lexicon; Seniors express they feel labeled, this causes a feeling of disrespect, like they are a burden because of the 
terms we use (services leads to serviced like a car, like a burden, less of a person than someone younger). Continuum of services (not 
the right word perhaps the concept could be better defined as connections) accessible at multiple points with 
documentation/communication in one area to assure all needs are met and are not contradictory. Take the egos and turf protecting 
out of the equation. Some areas of healthcare are "invisible" to other areas/community. Preventative care and connections to allow 
for continuing higher functioning for elders. 
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Receiving and accessing services: What are three things you would you most like to see in place in the future? 

Improve transportation services for Seniors. Ensure proper case management and monitor the situation with timely follow up. 
Consideration for family contribution in caregiving on your tax return. 

1) Politique sociale dÈveloppÈe par des intervenants de tous les niveaux et qui dÈmontre l'engagement de la province dans la faÁon 
qu'on s'occupe de nos aÓnÈs. 2) Passeport santÈ pour chaque aÓnÈ. L'aÓnÈ s'engage ‡ s'occuper de sa santÈ (examen annuel) et 
lorsque des problËmes se dÈveloppent, on peut l'aider en cours de route (Èvite situation critique). 3) Ressources disponibles pour 
l'aÓnÈ peut importe ou il se trouve (pas de silos). 

Reduce the necessity for older persons to move between different facilities as they need changing levels of care. Provide the services 
that people want; older people should be able to make decisions about quality vs. quantity of life. Have discussions with families 
about what decisions should or could be made when the condition of their older loved ones worsens. 

1) Have elders remaining in their home with support from family (Networking allowing support)(Transportation for elders). 2) 
Programs for health and first aid training for families to care for elders (Families needs information and professionals need training -
WHO). 3) Programs to attract specialists from outside of the province. 

Receiving services before the crisis (upstream intervention) Early detection by primary health care of high risk individual More home 
care and health care at home and more health care in special care and nursing home 

Duplication of assessments between Dept. of Social Development and Health Financial assessment forms are degrading - too complex, 
ask for too much i.e. 2 yrs of income tax info. Many seniors don't complete them or return them. Once completed the senior becomes 
a number rather than a person. There needs to be more collaboration between the staff in the hospital who are making assessment of 
needs and those at Social Development who start with a financial assessment. Why is this not being addressed - the systems are not 
working together. Not everyone needs the same type of services - in-home doesn't work for everyone. 

1-garder les personnes ainÈes plus en forme que possible. les gouvernements devraient offrir des crÈdits d'impots aux gens dÈsirant 
s'inscrire ‡ des programmes de mise en forme physique. 2-rendre l'accessibilitÈ ‡ l'informations plus facile aux ainÈes et leurs familles 
quant aux diffÈrents services offerts par le gouvernement (mÈdias, journaux, radio, internet) 3-viser a garder les personnes ‚gÈes le 
plus longtemps possible dans leur domicile 

-Recevoir des services de qualite. -Combiner les services de soins a domicile, les soignants naturels et les ressources exterieurs 
(communauraire)pour permettre aux aines d'etre capable de rester a domicile avec leurs familles et permettre aux familles d'aussi 
continuer leurs quotidien. -Changer la tendance des hopitaux de prendre en charge pour combler le manque dans les institutions. 
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Receiving and accessing services: What are three things you would you most like to see in place in the future? 

Funding for families so they can care for parents at home.Young families are moving away. Access to enhanced services in the 
community.ability to access nursing home for day respite care ,physical care -review barriers. shared services designed to provide 
options . quicker access and easier transition to increased care . support for caregiver once spouse goes into nursing home -leave 
more money for spouse at home to remain healthy and independent . 

An easy-to-access network of system navigators/advocates for seniors and caregivers to provide accurate and consistent information 
to seniors and caregivers; Elimination of silos and improved and increased collaboration across-the-board (healthcare providers, 
caregivers, community-based services, NGOs, etc.) 

Integration of services - one stop shop for RD, physio etc The process of accessing the system needs to be streamlined and better 
explained to those that may require access in the future 

-Offrir le support appropriÈ selon les trois niveaux en les impliquants dans la prise de dÈcision: Approche prÈventif pour les personnes 
en bonne santÈ, support professionnel individualisÈe pour la personne ‚gÈe avec condition chronique pour la maintenir a la maison et 
offrir une transition-soutient spÈcifique pour la personne ‚gÈe qui ne peut plus voir a ses besoins. -Voir le vieillissement de la 
population comme une opportunitÈ d'union intergÈnÈrationnelle non pas comme un problËme de sociÈtÈ( Changer la culture en 
intÈgrant le vieillissement dans l'enseignement des valeurs de base) ex. La personne ‚gÈe peut aider par exemple un jeune couple a 
prendre logement. -Avoir un expension du programme Extra mural en ayant le volet long terme-prÈvention de la maladie et 
promotion de la santÈ. 

-Des services accesibles en temps opportun, flexibles et individualisÈs, c.‡.d, des services personnalisÈs dans le but de permettre ‡ la 
personne de garder une certaine autonomie. -Concertation des pourvoyeurs de 'services aux aÓnÈs'. DÈcloisonnement des services 
pour aller rejoindre la personne ds son milieu. Par exemples des hÙpitaux vers les foyers de soins. -Amener les services ‡ la personne 
au lieu de dÈplacer la personne vers ces services. Renforcer de faÁon continue les connaissances des intervenants (tant pour les 
bÈnÈvoles que pour les personnel rÈmunÈrÈ incluants les gestionnaires). 
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Receiving and accessing services: What are three things you would you most like to see in place in the future? 

1.Access to services to well seniors in centers where professional services, emotional support, learning opportunities can be provided 
in group settings that celebrate their contributions and help create a cultural change where aging is seen in a more positive way. 2.For 
the frail elderly to have access to free professional services in their homes and knowledge of services to help alleviate the fear of 
involving outside agencies to provide needed services in a timely manner and to allow them to remain at home.Daycare centers at 
already established institutions could assist with providing respite care for families and needed services such as bloodwork and 
monitoring of chronic conditions. 3.For frail elderly in institutions increase staffing immediately.Look at establishing univerasal 
standards that provide dignity to residents with less focus on active treatment and more on providing choices that increase their 
quality of life rather than focusing on their length of life. 

Eliminate barriors to create easier access to resources Re energize multi generational relationships New standards throughout the 
system to create efficiencies 

1. A seamless, integrated delivery system of available professional services that is easy to navigate supported or delivered by 
'ambassadors' or subject matter experts who can provide a customized'needs' assessment and assist our senior(s) in finding and 
accessing services. 2. An increased focus on an holistic approach to care - a client centred mindset focused beyond the physical 
elements of an individual - on the whole person - their social, emotional, spiritual elements - providing for and enabling a meaningful 
existence. 3. A collaborative partnership of professional services working in tandem - a removal of the silos of care - (ie - home care 
partnering with long term care institutions for outings / social gatherings and in turn providing respite care services for home care 
clients on an as needs basis, travelling medical professionals (ie-dentists, medical specialists, optometrists, etc.) 

Help in learning to age gracefully with our physical and mental changes A focus on prevention not fixing Access that works from a 
client perspective not an institutional one 

ability to access goernment services in timely manner government regulations on fianancial income assessed individually in keeping 
with the dignity of prior lifesyle in which they were accustomed to seamless transition from home to nursing home 

1.Senior navigators: like services nb for seniors services: a knowledge sector. 2. Access to care without depending on acute care 
system - preventive care in the community, family as part of the care team. 3. Support by seniors for seniors - using the knowledge of 
retired professionals. 

more social workers multidisciplinary clinics multidisciplainary teams easy access to the team 1. Assessment process has to be 
accurate for level of care and flexibility 2. Person centered approach where all key players are at the table to determine the right 
services at the right place at the right time. 
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Receiving and accessing services: What are three things you would you most like to see in place in the future? 

1.need a resedign of our primary health system; have interdisciplinary teams assessing seniors needs 2. mobilizing seniors to help 
seniors; harnass the energy of the large numbers of well seniors to make a difference in lives of isolated seniors 3. develop a quick 
response system for all services. People can apply on-line or by phone,and can expect to receive services within 2-3 days then fill in 
the paper work later on. 

1. Seamless support system which would provide coordinated, integated primary health care for individuals to receive those services 
they need wherever they live.(professional or otherwise) 2. Implantation de CLSC (Centre local de Services / Sate Communautoires) 
Centre de Jour 3. Single Entry Point of Information for all information required for aging or challenged adults. This would serve an 
individual requiring knowledge on end of life, placements, support services, legal issues, financial issues, volunteering, professional 
services,companionship, recreation, entertainment,networking,transportation, respite care, etc...It could be assistance, support, 
advocacy for those already in the long term care system or those who are well. This would be a person to person communication 
either by phone or in person.This servive could be provided by well seniors, professionals, volunteers.It could serve as a "safe haven" 
for everyone whether they are already in the system or not. 

A "community care centre"( not a medical or institutional environment) with access to various professional and support and 
assessment services ( physicians, Nurse Practioners, physio, etc.) where the well elderly and the frail elderly in their own homes as 
well as those now needing instutional care and thier families can come to receive information on how to: a. stay healthy and remain 
confident in remaining active and productive (they may be able to provide some of the services that the frail in the community or 
those needing institutional care may need) b. can learn where/how to access what they need to stay in their homes and have 
information and assistance on how to request services needed to keep them in their homes c. or how to access care/services in a "non 
institutional" instituion. This center would draw in community outreach programs like dieticians from the Superstore or other grocery 
stores, information sessions on medications from pharmacies, foot care clinics, geri-fitness classes etc. etc. The point is this will be 
human contact ( not a 1-800- number where you rarely speak to a human being nor necessarily a booklet that may not be understood) 
with varied professional expertise shared with those with a need to know. This community access center would also be where meals, 
activities are offered or where seniors could drop in to meet and greet other seniors.It could also be a reference center for carpenters, 
electricians, plumbers, people to help with yard care and or shoveling etc. (These indl's would have to be screened for 
reliability/expertise.) This type of environment would help reduce the costs of hospitalization and early institutionalization. 
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Receiving and accessing services: What are three things you would you most like to see in place in the future? 

1. A seamless, integrated delivery system of available professional services that is easy to navigate supported or delivered by 
'ambassadors' or subject matter experts who can provide a customized'needs' assessment and assist our senior(s) in finding and 
accessing services. 2. An increased focus on an holistic approach to care - a client centred mindset focused beyond the physical 
elements of an individual - on the whole person - their social, emotional, spiritual elements - providing for and enabling a meaningful 
existence. 3. A collaborative partnership of professional services working in tandem - a removal of the silos of care - (ie - home care 
partnering with long term care institutions for outings / social gatherings and in turn providing respite care services for home care 
clients on an as needs basis, travelling medical professionals (ie-dentists, medical specialists, optometrists, etc.) 

1)Unifier les services dÈdier aux personnes agÈ, sur un continum, jusqu'en fin de vie. En unifiant services de santÈ, service 
communautaire, service sociaux et mentaux. 2)Equipe volante (infirmiËre, physio, diÈtÈtiste etc), le moins institutionalisÈ possible, ex: 
visite et Èvaluation a domicile. 3)Avoir une personne pivot, pour suivre la personnes agÈ, faire rÈfÈrence aux personne de l'Èquipe 
nÈcessaire pour faire le soins appropriÈ. 

-community resource centre -advanced level of care within the community -Government to truly listen, minimize the red tape, and 
take the advice and expertise of professionals within the community to enhance and promote the positive direction of 
NewBrunswicker's. 

 
 

Enablers: What are the top 3-4 ENABLERS – thinks we 
have going for us in NB? 

Barriers: What are 3-4 greatest 
BARRIERS/CHALLENGES to creating the kind of future 
we want? Unique ID 

  finances 85908325 

Health and Aging Program in Saint John.(expertise) The 
number of well seniors in our communities who can 
give back. Alzheimers Society (underutilized) 

Silos- dept Social development Lack of homecare 
services by educated people- also not paid enough Lack 
of support families 

85908712 

  Not enough long term care beds for the frail elderly- 
long wait in hospital which is innappropriate and 
expensive. We need grief counselling for families and 
seniors to assist them dealing with losses (mental, 
physical, independence,jobs, roles, financial) 

85910936 
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Enablers: What are the top 3-4 ENABLERS – thinks we 
have going for us in NB? 

Barriers: What are 3-4 greatest 
BARRIERS/CHALLENGES to creating the kind of future 
we want? Unique ID 

1) abundant knowledge and experience base 2) access 
to technology and other models 3) ability to participate 
and deliver input 4) exisiting organizations in place 
attempting to initiate change 

1) budget 2) lack of consistency in goverment agendas 
3) no stategic planning for the future 4) lack of 
connectivity within the community 

85911564 

1.EMP 2. large untapped pool of healthy seniors 3. lots 
of interest in being part of the solution 

1.lack of coordination of services 2. too much liability 
on the shoulders of volunteers 3. there is a preception 
that we cannot afford inovative changes 

85911793 

Caring and family orientated people Due to limited 
resources we must be creative, strategic and 
innovative. Our large aging population encourages us to 
explore possibilities and tap into the wisdom of our 
elders 

Financial challenges Balancing expectations of our small 
population for desired services Current poor health 
practices of our population in New Brunswick and 
detrimental effect of healthy aging 

85912048 

la volont_ de vouloir changer les choses de la part de la 
population l'engagement des intervenants en sant_ et 
mieux-etre l`institut atlantique sur le vieillissement 

la mentalit_ de la soci_t_ envers les ain_s trop 
d`emphase sur le volet financier la philosophie _ court 
terme des politiciens la volont_ de vouloir changer les 
choses, 

85912208 

1.LTC ASSESSMENT PROGRAM 2.EXTRAMURAL 
SERVICES 3.CARING PEOPLE AND COMMUNITIES 4. 

1.UNECESSARY TRANSFERS WITHIN THE HEALTHCARE 
SECTORS AND ONES THAT ARE DELAYED AS A RESULT 
OF INADEQUATE ACCESSABLE SERVICES 
2.TRANSPORTATION CHALLENGES FOR SENIORS 
3.FINANCIAL INADEQUACIES 4.LACK OF FAMILY 
SUPPORT DUE TO SHIFTING OF YOUNG PEOPLE TO 
MORE URBAN CENTERS. 5.RECRUITMENT AND 
RETENTION OF STAFF 

85912323 

community resources, people working with older adults 
are dedicated and want the best for them, money 
available for services, 

lack of linkage between all professionals, staff and 
resources; inconsistent practices/communication 
across all spectrums involved with older adults; lack of 
flexibility and fluidity; allocation of money; inadequate 
staffing levels due to lack of funding 

85912337 
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Enablers: What are the top 3-4 ENABLERS – thinks we 
have going for us in NB? 

Barriers: What are 3-4 greatest 
BARRIERS/CHALLENGES to creating the kind of future 
we want? Unique ID 

1)Rabais pour les personnes ag_ (ex: r_duction impot 
pour faire du sport etc). 2)Avoir point entr_ unique 
pour avoir des services, effet facilitateur 3)Incitatif 
mon_taire pour les aidants naturelle. 4)Programme 
pour favoriser aux personnes a demeur_ a la maison 
(incitatif diff_rent pour modifier maison, afin de 
favoris_ l'autonomie a domicile.) 

1)Restriction de budget 2)Beaucoup de burocratie, 
difficile d'avoir acc_s bonne personne. 

85912405 

- les personnes ag_es et leurs communaut_s - des 
ministres qui sont plus _ l'_coute de la population et 
des intervenants que des administrateurs et sous-
ministres qui sont souvent d_connect_s des r_alit_s sur 
le terrain -Ouverture du dialogue et prise de 
consccience du probl_me du vieillement de la 
population - volont_ de s'int_resser au ph_nom_ne et 
de trouver des solutions innovatrices. 

-refuser d'utiliser l,argent de fa_on diff_rente - la 
quantit_ d'argent est moins un probl_me que comment 
elles est utilis_e. - trop lourde structure admistrative en 
sant_ et services sociaux - d_sicions de BUREAUX par 
des administrateurs qui n'ont plus de contact direct 
avec le terrain - d_cisions de BUREAUX souvent peu 
applicable dans la r_alit_ -disparit_ entre les r_gions 
pour les ressources -exode des jeunes en milieu rural 
alors que les personnes age_es reviennent pour 'finir 
leurs jours' 

85912471 

we are ready for change we have a huge pool of 
resources and wisdom which we are more then willing 
to use but it needs to be organized accountability 

we need to be heard not enough resources and 
knowledge....needs to be put out there time 
management --looking ouside the box of your own daily 
routine and look at the province as a whole 

85912483 

Extra Mural Program Size of the province Financial 
situation Desire to help and to work together 

Attitude Resistance to change Red tape Lack of 
leadership 

85912498 

1) Culture de bienveillance 2) Enveloppe bud_taire 
global est quand m_me tr_s int_ressante (d'autres 
provinces ou pays ne sont pas aussi chanceux) 3) 
Volont_ communautaire 4) Libert_ d'expression et 
respect des minorit_s linguistiques 

1) R_sistance au changement 2) R_partition des 
ressources (comp_tition entre les silos) 3) G_ographie 
(rural VS urbain) distances entre les communaut_s 

85912609 
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Enablers: What are the top 3-4 ENABLERS – thinks we 
have going for us in NB? 

Barriers: What are 3-4 greatest 
BARRIERS/CHALLENGES to creating the kind of future 
we want? Unique ID 

Institut atlantique sur le vieillissement Convaicre les 
politiciens qu il est urgent d agir Politique du 
vieillissement a long terme Unir les differents 
organismes pour servir les aines Facon de 
communiquer avec les personnes analphabetes 

Les decideurs devraient utiliser les regroupements d 
aines pour connaitre les besoins. La mentalite de la 
population doit changer. Au depart l aine est un citoyen 
a part entiere et non un client. Seulement 10% des 
aines utilisent les soins offerts. Analphabetiste 

85912655 

Homog_n_it_ des foyers de soins de longue dur_e, 
niveaux 3 et 4. Une association. Possibilit_ de r_unir les 
diff_rents fournisseurs de service dans une m_me 
association. Technologie; syst_me de surveillance _ 
distance. 

Noyau familiale plus _clat_. Acc_s aux ressources plus 
difficiles en milieux ruraux. Ressources financi_res 
moins disponibles dans la province. 

85912679 

1. Programme extra mural. 2. Notre culture. 3. Notre 
vecu. 4. Le vouloir de changer les choses. 5. Beaucoup 
de ressources eduquees. 

1. Mauvaise utilisation des ressources et ils ne sont pas 
bien reconnuent dans la communaute. 2. Manque de 
coordination et de communication. 3. Manque de 
ressources financieres. 4. Distance a parcourir pour 
recevoir les ressources. 5. Famille souvent au loin. 

85912712 

1)Appetite for change 2)Highest demographic for older 
adults, therefore we have the numbers to make change 
3)We are not to big, we still have the small hometown 
values-- Maritime values 

1)We need to engage the stakeholders necessary to 
look at ways of moving forward 2) Stop sustaining/ 
creating silos as a part of the culture 3) Image or 
general concept of what long term care is still preceived 
as negative places.... Image needs to change 

85912715 
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Enablers: What are the top 3-4 ENABLERS – thinks we 
have going for us in NB? 

Barriers: What are 3-4 greatest 
BARRIERS/CHALLENGES to creating the kind of future 
we want? Unique ID 

1. NB is a small place with a strong community focus. If 
we can create the energy in the community we could 
see results quickly. Mobilization would be easier. Bigger 
is not necessarily better. 2. Grassroots movement such 
as this summit; If a cohesive single message can come 
out of this, the will force the change at the government 
level that is needed. 3. Atlantic Institute on Aging can 
provide the vehicle by which to carry this unified 
message since it is individually focused and not 
bureaucratic or system focused. 4. It is the best of 
times; demographics and economic realities are forcing 
change and solutions. 

1. Everyone working separately; silos and hanging onto 
their own specific interests and self-preservation 
instead of the greater good. 2. Becoming too focused 
on what we think the answer is or on all the problems 
that we do not see the solutions. Wanting quick 
answers; impatience. 3. Resistance to change; being 
negative versus open to opportunties; see what is 
possible not impossible. 4. The stignma surroundng 
seniors. We need to inspire our youth to the 
opportunities of caring for the aging and ignite the 
passion for this. 

85912794 

Catalyseurs Nombre de la population vieillissante Les 
connaissancs et experiences collectives cette 
population Les nombres et la qualit_ des services 

Obstacles 1. Gouverance des services proviennent de 3 
diff_rences de minist_res et manque de communication 
entre ces minist_res; alors devrait avoir une meilleur 
communication; un point de service favoriserait l'acces 
aux services 2. Manque de vision _ long terme; le 
systeme politique (bas_ limit_ par des termes de 4 ans) 
et la collectivit_ de nos communaut_s. Ces derniers ont 
besoin de ressourece financi_res, humaines et les 
outils. 3. Perception de la soci_t_ qui voit la population 
des ain_s demandante ou qui co_te ch_re; 4. Le 
manque de volont_ ou de savoir faire pour s'implication 
dans la politique publique. 

85912818 
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Enablers: What are the top 3-4 ENABLERS – thinks we 
have going for us in NB? 

Barriers: What are 3-4 greatest 
BARRIERS/CHALLENGES to creating the kind of future 
we want? Unique ID 

-Petite province ou la plupart des gens se 
connaissent=r_seautage est plus facile (catalyseur) -
Profiter du 70% des personnes _g_es qui sont en sant_ 
pour aller chercher leurs sagesses, les int_grer dans la 
communaut_...b_n_volat(catalyseur). -La grande 
majorit_ de la population francophone sera 
majoritairement vieillissante d'ici 15 ans; est-ce qu'il y 
aura le support th_rapeutique, social... pour cette 
population (barri_re).Par quel bout commencer? Perte 
de nos jeunes d_ a la crise _conomique. -Babyboumer 
sont plus _duqu_s donc pourrait devenir un catalyseur 
pour le d_veloppement des communaut_s pour le 
partage d'information. -Probl_me d'anaphab_tisation 
tr_s _lev_ au NB et qui agira de barri_re. -Les 
associations qui s'occupent des personnes _g_es sont 
des catalyseurs (sont une voix ). -La ruralit_ peut 
devenir une barri_re pour joindre les personnes _g_es 
afin de leur offrir l'accessibilit_ aux divers services ex: 
meal on weal. -Le transport en commun au NB qui se 
d_t_riore; impact dans les r_gions rurales (barri_re) -
L'_conomie des r_gions deviendra une barri_re pour la 
sant_ de nos personnes _g_e. - 

  85912837 

Intellect - we can think through the possibilities. 
Collaboration of passionate people. NB give more hours 
of care- max 11 hrs per day 

Can we find the social strength to execute ideas. We 
are an "instant" society, we don't have patience to 
wait. We need to think long term. We are reactive 
instead of proactive Stigma of being a senior. We need 
a passion to achieve solutions. Financial assistance or 
tax breaks for family caregivers. Social Development 
can override expert opinion of person's care needs. 

85912839 
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Enablers: What are the top 3-4 ENABLERS – thinks we 
have going for us in NB? 

Barriers: What are 3-4 greatest 
BARRIERS/CHALLENGES to creating the kind of future 
we want? Unique ID 

New-Brunswick being small makes it easier to 
implement new ideas High knowledge, experience 
professional, service professionals Possibilities to 
realign access to services 

Availability of funds System that is hard to navigate for 
seniors and/or families Focus is on techinical 
communications while face-to-face interactions would 
help identify and rectify individuals personal concerns 

85912886 

seniors extramural system volunteers stereotypes tribalism transportation respite assessment 85912900 

  Home support workers have to be supported in their 
training. This is very important for retention. With a 
trained staff comes the expectation of a decent wage. 
proper compensation will improve recruitment. 
Government should look into this as a job creation 
strategy. more and more home support workers will be 
required in the future and these people need to be 
seen as professionals and valued 

85912914 

We have a true sense of communitiy and willingness to 
help each other Semiors Federations 

Funding Lack of political will Unwillingness to change 
Lack of geriatric education for all generations 

85912922 

existing variety of skillsets and resources maritime 
culture and sense of commumity able to mobilize 
people, resources and assets due to our proximity and 
population 

Due to current economic and geographical locations 
there is difficulty in bringing the various resources 
together Bring down the silos, lack of communication 
among professional, community and government areas 
Lack of flexibility to promote the variance of the 
appropriate level of care. Lack of encouragement to 
foster independence, to encourage health and wellness 
and promote a sense of self-worth. Wait time, lack of 
awareness of available resources Resistance to change. 
We are living longer with more acute and chronic 
illnesses. What worked before is obviously not will work 
today. 

85912924 
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Enablers: What are the top 3-4 ENABLERS – thinks we 
have going for us in NB? 

Barriers: What are 3-4 greatest 
BARRIERS/CHALLENGES to creating the kind of future 
we want? Unique ID 

Les personnes elles-memes La perception du 
vieillissement change Les reseaux qui existent deja (Ex: 
Institut atlantique sur le vieillissement) Le milieu 
associatif La necessite de faire autrement 

Pas de conscensus social Manque de vision Travail en 
silo Manque de communication Le financement 

85912933 

Les baby boomers font beaucoup plus de pression. La 
connaissance monte. Les contraintes financi_res vont 
faire qu'on vas innover. 

Pas de ressource pour soutenir la famille. Pas asser un 
service unie, faudrais une meilleur communication. 
Manque de ressources. 

85912952 

We have front line workers (social workers, nurses from 
within the gov. system)who are going out to the 
community to do more within the community to 
provide services. Special Care Homes are good 

Too much bureaucracy to access services (need a 1-800 
number) Re profile the budget to ensure it is being 
spend more appropriately to meet the needs of seniors 
Nursing homes don't have to take those on the waiting 
list Social Assessment and Financial Assessments are 
too complex and take too long. SW case loads are too 
high confusion of who is doing what in the ltc 
assessment process - too many workers in the process 
and the families get caught in the cycle of bureaucratic 
issues - no one informs a distraught family of the 
process before they are thrown into it. They need one 
persons (for continunity) to help them through the 
process. The workers are too territorial about their own 
role in the process it needs to be more coordinated and 
more teamwork is needed. 

85912975 

Shared vision and dialogue that's being developed here 
today. The crisis state of the current system 
Recognition of the need for change Buy-in from 
stakeholders Managing expectations 

Cultural resistance to change The crisis state of the 
current system. Current political and economic climate 
Managing expectations 

85912977 

mutually beneficial relationships collaboration 
volunteerism 

funding uniform access to services for rural 
communities migration out of NB and rural 
communities isolation lack of volunteerism 

85912980 
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Enablers: What are the top 3-4 ENABLERS – thinks we 
have going for us in NB? 

Barriers: What are 3-4 greatest 
BARRIERS/CHALLENGES to creating the kind of future 
we want? Unique ID 

1. Opportunities to involve the stakeholders. 2. The 
desire to change the culture and make the necessary 
changes needed to make the changes to our current 
health care system. 3. We have a good skill set mix in 
the province. 4. Passion to take care of our elderly. 

1. We talk a lot and do nothing about it. 2. Rising 
number of elderly, resources and funding. 3. Remove 
the existing barriers associated with in home care 
policies to enhance the quality of daily living and 
dignity. 4. Lack of community involvement. 5. Easier 
access to a hospital bed than to access home care. 

85913008 

We have 300 people gathered here today who want to 
make a difference 

  85913022 

Extramural Program Day Care centers in nursing 
homes,respite beds Mental health crisis intervention 
palliative hospice care ,womens shelters' gerentologists 
coming to rural areas social development doing LTC 
assessments. homecare workers. 

Extramural and Social Development need to be more 
integrated so they can link services to keep people at 
home . Regional differences in acess of services. 
Retaining and recuriting qualified staff. rehab facility for 
short term rehab instead of staying in hospital. 

85913024 

Good teams/services - Extra Mural, Mental Health... 
Medicare Active research and knowledge in the 
province Baby boomers are the bridge - large 
number/majority NB is a family oriented province Lots 
of space as in land mass 

Decreasing workforce Lack of streamlining services and 
goals - networking Misuse of the allocation of funding 
Not tapping into our community resources Decreasing 
interest in volunteering, decrease attendance at church 
that used to be the centre of the community - they 
used to care for one another No mediators to break 
down the barriers Lots of space as in land mass - rural 
areas 

85913035 

Multitude of services ARE available. Seniors Advocacy 
groups are there to share seniors concerns with 
government. Programs available to seniors (including 
information). 

Fear of change. Lack of communication and information 
between services providers and recipients. Negative 
perception of seniors in the community. 

85913042 
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Enablers: What are the top 3-4 ENABLERS – thinks we 
have going for us in NB? 

Barriers: What are 3-4 greatest 
BARRIERS/CHALLENGES to creating the kind of future 
we want? Unique ID 

1) The number of senior organizations that exist. 2) To 
be ready: heart-ready and materialistic. The culture of 
caring and community. 3) Holisitic approach to caring. 
4) Immigriant: learning from other cultures that respect 
their elders (First Nations, Asian, etc). 5) Willingness to 
change, a passion to work together. 

1) We view senior's issues as a senior's problems (let's 
prepare for the fact we are aging). 2) Focus on physical 
care of our elders. 3) Prison approach to caring for 
elders (in some cases) 4) Social workers that try to do 
more than what they are trained for. 5) People working 
in Silos (fundings come from different programs that 
work seperately). 6) Organizations that work too closely 
with Government. 

85913051 

existing intergenerational programs ie. school and elder 
partnerships need continued support the existing extra-
mural hospital program exceeds most other in the 
country we need to celebrate and build on that 
celebrate and maintain friendships with all ages, 
celebrate the informal support system strong volunteer 
networks and groups 

societal segration/ghettoisation of age groups societal 
lack of respect for authority and elders families are 
busy making a living and therefore outsource eldercare 
misallocation of existing resources 

85913057 

Open communication between service providers such 
as this Summit Dedicated and passionate people within 
the system Close-knit communities within the Province 

Lack of education Government regulations and 
standards Limited knowlege available to access system 
Disconnect between people in acute care beds and long 
term care beds Elderly accessing services only at crisis 
stage 

85913080 

volont_ politique financement ad_quat la reglementation trop rigide controle m_dicale 85913096 
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Enablers: What are the top 3-4 ENABLERS – thinks we 
have going for us in NB? 

Barriers: What are 3-4 greatest 
BARRIERS/CHALLENGES to creating the kind of future 
we want? Unique ID 

1. Extra mural services exist and is recognized nationally 
2. increased awareness that change is needed to meet 
the needs of older adults 3.many of the services older 
adults require already exist, just need to increase 
access and awareness have someo one knowledgable 
about the services in Service NB 4.there is a lot of 
expertise on aging in NB (institute on aging, specialized 
training through in professional programs) 5. the older 
adult population is currently a relatively healthy 
population, it is the younger population that has a 
higher instance of chronic disease 

1. resistance to change - can't afford to change, ageism 
exisitng the system and among the general population 
2. messaging about aging - aging isn't a problem that 
needs to be solved, or feared. 3. system/services are 
not adequate to need the individual needs of the older 
adult population - especially housing. 4. planning and 
availability of resources do not exist to help prevent a 
crisis admission to hospital or instiutionalization - 
example helping people move 5. lack sharng of 
information/ lack of opportunity to share or 
communicate across sector, in need of a hotline 6. 
Frontline staff (home care workers) are not valued 
monetarily for the work that they do - leads to high 
turnover of staff 

85913098 

1. some excellent, key resources, e.g. the Extra Mural 
Program 2. the Maritime spirit of community and 
volunteerism, especially among the well elderly 3. we 
actually do have money to do what we need to do 
(allocation/priorities are the issue) 

1. the geography of the province (rural nature of most 
of the province, how "spread out" the population is) 
and transportation deficiences 2. poor access 
to/knowledge of information on available services and 
how to access these services and poor sharing of 
information because of industry silos 3. the default 
application of a medical model rather than a 
community model 4. the lack of a sound ethical model 
for decision making related to the allocation of the 
province's financial resources 

85913122 
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Enablers: What are the top 3-4 ENABLERS – thinks we 
have going for us in NB? 

Barriers: What are 3-4 greatest 
BARRIERS/CHALLENGES to creating the kind of future 
we want? Unique ID 

Medicare est un grand support pour les aines. 
Prescription drug support for olders. Deduction on taxe 
property.(200.00$) Legal aid (aide legal) should be 
install. help line should be install.. Une grosse partie de 
l argent pour la sante va pour les salaires, faire des 
etudes et moins d argent va pour ameliorer les soins de 
sante en equipement. 

Une barriere serait que ce sont toujours les memes 
personnes qui sont impliquees dans les organisnes. Les 
aines supportent beaucoup leurs familles et n ont plus 
de temps pour s impliquer dans different organisme. 
CHANGER NOS MENTALITES. 

85913379 

The Extra-Mural Program (Could be expanded) Caring 
People Immigration 

Lack of Regional Coordination and resources (not every 
region has the same needs) A single point for people to 
access information on health or needs Not enough 
young population to support the aging population 
Recruitment and retention of qualified care workers in 
all levels of care 

85913485 

  Remove Social Development from the equation 85913764 

1.People in NB - our staff, 'us' as a people - an area of 
the world where community does still count. From the 
community to our staff - passionate and determined to 
deliver a high level of care. 2. Synergy and shared focus 
for the well being our citizens - all citizens. 3. Volunteer 
- 70% of our seniors are well...leverage them as capital 
to support our frail and ill 4. Sufficiently motivated - the 
time is now - sense of urgency relative to the known 
demand on our doorsteps 

1. Wait times - a cumbersome service delivery system 
that appears designed to deny your ease of access - 
designed for failure 2. Need for sensitivity training - lack 
of knowledge on how to work with our senior popultion 
- people driven mindset - more than seniors 3. societal 
disassociation - need to reward and encourage a 
culture of volunteerism within our youth via our 
educational system 4. FISCAL RESTRAINT - the potential 
return on investment from our impoverished provincial 
government is long term...have to take a non partisan 
approach due to our 4-year cycle. 

85913794 
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Enablers: What are the top 3-4 ENABLERS – thinks we 
have going for us in NB? 

Barriers: What are 3-4 greatest 
BARRIERS/CHALLENGES to creating the kind of future 
we want? Unique ID 

Commitment to change We recognize systems have to 
change (Experience has shown us we must change i.e. 
Denmark's system works for them ours isn't working for 
us) Socialist thinking in Canada keeps us centered on 
our people and their needs We have started to make 
changes/accept that changes are required due to our 
financial situation. Sectors are working together more 
to meet the challenges we face. 

Financial situation of the province Silos/isolation 
prevent effective communication Politics (directions 
change with different governments) Public policy does 
not correspond with the needs at present and in the 
future Passive nature of healthcare providers may allow 
us to remain with the status quo rather than taking a 
stand to make changes. 

85913824 

  We need to talk about medications and when is the 
time to discontinue PREVENTATIVE drugs and treat 
current symptoms such as pain. When do we stop 
prolonging life even when medications give horrible 
side effects. 

85914009 

WE DO HAVE A LTC SYSTEM IN PLACE THAT DOES 
REPRESENT A CERTAIN LEVEL OF SERVICES FOR OUR 
CITIZENS, ALTHOUGH NOT PERFECT :) EVENTS LIKE THIS 
SUMMIT IS SO AMAZING AND HISTORIC!! WE NEED TO 
DO MORE LIKE THIS OUR GROWING SENIOR 
POPULATION IS A WONDERFUL OPPORTUNITY FOR NB 
THE WEALTH OF KNOWLEDGE AND CHANCE FOR OUR 
SOCIETY TO EMBRACE. 

TO LEAD BY EXAMPLE WITH OUR CHILDREN AND OUR 
FAMILIES HOW TO NURTURE EACH OTHER A MINDSET 
OF RELYING ON GOVERNMENT PROVIDED SERVICES 
INSTEAD OF CREATING SOLUTIONS OURSELVES 
HOWEVER, ADEQUATE RESOURCES NEED TO BE THERE 
TO SUPPORT US LACK OF CLEAR COOPERATION AND 
SHARING OF INFORMATION (AMONGST CARE 
FACILITIES & CARE PROVIDERS (MEDICAL AND SOCIAL) 
ABOUT A SENIOR SEEKING CARE IN A NURSING HOME 
OR SPECIAL CARE HOME TO ENSURE ACCURATE 
PLACEMENT. GOVERNMENT DEPARTMENTS AND 
POLICY DECISION MAKERS NEED TO REMOVE THEIR 
OWN SILOS AND WORK TOGETHER FOR POSITIVE 
CHANGE 

85914080 
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Enablers: What are the top 3-4 ENABLERS – thinks we 
have going for us in NB? 

Barriers: What are 3-4 greatest 
BARRIERS/CHALLENGES to creating the kind of future 
we want? Unique ID 

  1. Lack of consistent training for those who care for 
seniors. 2. Regulations governing nursing homes mean 
it is impossible to not have an institutional setting vs. a 
home setting for our seniors. The inspections focus on 
temperatures, locked doors, times, audits and not the 
soft things such as - events, community connection, 
individuality, newsletters, etc. 

85914215 

we have the resources we have positive advocates 
billingual 

too many gaps in the system redtape not enough of all 
aspects coming together for common goal resources 
are not allocated in proper places low employee wages 
for health care workers in home care settings,and all 
other aspects 

85914452 

  We need Challenging Behaviour Specialized units with 
educated staff. We need to work closer with Mental 
Health Services- currently they are their own entity. 

85914628 

We live in a culture that is caring. We live in a small, 
supporting community with strong beliefs in helping 
others. Our province is unique in that all communities 
have access to some resources; networks are in place 
for the provisions of services. As evidenced by the 
strong turnout for this summit, there is a strong desire 
and will to make changes to the way we care for older 
persons. Small and easy to discuss change and new 
ideas. 

Money, economics. Lack of coordination between the 
various services providers, homecare, nursing homes, 
special care homes (silos). Accessibility of information; 
it's difficult assisting those at home or otherwise 
outside of the systems. Specifically, in navigating the 
pathways of the system. The current model of 
operation is not conducive to new ways of thinking 
about quality of life. Difficult to be open to change or 
new ideas. 

85914763 
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Enablers: What are the top 3-4 ENABLERS – thinks we 
have going for us in NB? 

Barriers: What are 3-4 greatest 
BARRIERS/CHALLENGES to creating the kind of future 
we want? Unique ID 

The fact that we are here willing to work with our 
government to develop a framework for our future. 
Extramural service - build on these services. Community 
health centers - build on these services. We are a small 
province and we are better at supporting and talking to 
each other than larger provinces. 

Current divisions or silos in funding health care 
Individuals needing services having to make multiple 
calls or visits to access all of the providers in the 
continuum Lack of seamless access to the services 
seniors need and the transfer of residents in special 
care homes or nursing homes to acute care when if the 
service needed comes to them as opposed to them 
having to go to the services this reduces the stress on 
the senior and reduces duplication of costs for caring 
for the seniors. (ie paying for a hospital bed at the same 
time as paying for a nursing home or special care bed 
while the person is hospitalized for something that 
could likely have been managed by extramural in the 
nursing home or special care home or funding for 
specialized care or supplies) 

85915279 

existing variety of skillsets and resources maritime 
culture and sense of commumity able to mobilize 
people, resources and assets due to our proximity and 
population 

Due to current economic and geographical locations 
there is difficulty in bringing the various resources 
together Bring down the silos, lack of communication 
among professional, community and government areas 
Lack of flexibility to promote the variance of the 
appropriate level of care. Lack of encouragement to 
foster independence, to encourage health and wellness 
and promote a sense of self-worth. Wait time, lack of 
awareness of available resources Resistance to change. 
We are living longer with more acute and chronic 
illnesses. What worked before is obviously not will work 
today. 

85915310 
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Enablers: What are the top 3-4 ENABLERS – thinks we 
have going for us in NB? 

Barriers: What are 3-4 greatest 
BARRIERS/CHALLENGES to creating the kind of future 
we want? Unique ID 

1.People in NB - our staff, 'us' as a people - an area of 
the world where community does still count. From the 
community to our staff - passionate and determined to 
deliver a high level of care. 2. Synergy and shared focus 
for the well being our citizens - all citizens. 3. Volunteer 
- 70% of our seniors are well...leverage them as capital 
to support our frail and ill 4. Sufficiently motivated - the 
time is now - sense of urgency relative to the known 
demand on our doorsteps 

1. Wait times - a cumbersome service delivery system 
that appears designed to deny your ease of access - 
designed for failure 2. Need for sensitivity training - lack 
of knowledge on how to work with our senior popultion 
- people driven mindset - more than seniors 3. societal 
disassociation - need to reward and encourage a 
culture of volunteerism within our youth via our 
educational system 4. FISCAL RESTRAINT - the potential 
return on investment from our impoverished provincial 
government is long term...have to take a non partisan 
approach due to our 4-year cycle. 

85915545 

 
 

Enablers: What are the top 3-4 ENABLERS – thinks we 
have going for us in NB? 

Barriers: What are 3-4 greatest 
BARRIERS/CHALLENGES to creating the kind of future 
we want? Unique ID 

  finances 85908325 

Health and Aging Program in Saint John.(expertise) The 
number of well seniors in our communities who can 
give back. Alzheimers Society (underutilized) 

Silos- dept Social development Lack of homecare 
services by educated people- also not paid enough Lack 
of support families 

85908712 

  Not enough long term care beds for the frail elderly- 
long wait in hospital which is innappropriate and 
expensive. We need grief counselling for families and 
seniors to assist them dealing with losses (mental, 
physical, independence,jobs, roles, financial) 

85910936 

1) abundant knowledge and experience base 2) access 
to technology and other models 3) ability to participate 
and deliver input 4) exisiting organizations in place 
attempting to initiate change 

1) budget 2) lack of consistency in goverment agendas 
3) no stategic planning for the future 4) lack of 
connectivity within the community 

85911564 
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Enablers: What are the top 3-4 ENABLERS – thinks we 
have going for us in NB? 

Barriers: What are 3-4 greatest 
BARRIERS/CHALLENGES to creating the kind of future 
we want? Unique ID 

1.EMP 2. large untapped pool of healthy seniors 3. lots 
of interest in being part of the solution 

1.lack of coordination of services 2. too much liability 
on the shoulders of volunteers 3. there is a preception 
that we cannot afford inovative changes 

85911793 

Caring and family orientated people Due to limited 
resources we must be creative, strategic and 
innovative. Our large aging population encourages us to 
explore possibilities and tap into the wisdom of our 
elders 

Financial challenges Balancing expectations of our small 
population for desired services Current poor health 
practices of our population in New Brunswick and 
detrimental effect of healthy aging 

85912048 

la volont_ de vouloir changer les choses de la part de la 
population l'engagement des intervenants en sant_ et 
mieux-etre l`institut atlantique sur le vieillissement 

la mentalit_ de la soci_t_ envers les ain_s trop 
d`emphase sur le volet financier la philosophie _ court 
terme des politiciens la volont_ de vouloir changer les 
choses, 

85912208 

1.LTC ASSESSMENT PROGRAM 2.EXTRAMURAL 
SERVICES 3.CARING PEOPLE AND COMMUNITIES 4. 

1.UNECESSARY TRANSFERS WITHIN THE HEALTHCARE 
SECTORS AND ONES THAT ARE DELAYED AS A RESULT 
OF INADEQUATE ACCESSABLE SERVICES 
2.TRANSPORTATION CHALLENGES FOR SENIORS 
3.FINANCIAL INADEQUACIES 4.LACK OF FAMILY 
SUPPORT DUE TO SHIFTING OF YOUNG PEOPLE TO 
MORE URBAN CENTERS. 5.RECRUITMENT AND 
RETENTION OF STAFF 

85912323 

community resources, people working with older adults 
are dedicated and want the best for them, money 
available for services, 

lack of linkage between all professionals, staff and 
resources; inconsistent practices/communication 
across all spectrums involved with older adults; lack of 
flexibility and fluidity; allocation of money; inadequate 
staffing levels due to lack of funding 

85912337 
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Enablers: What are the top 3-4 ENABLERS – thinks we 
have going for us in NB? 

Barriers: What are 3-4 greatest 
BARRIERS/CHALLENGES to creating the kind of future 
we want? Unique ID 

1)Rabais pour les personnes ag_ (ex: r_duction impot 
pour faire du sport etc). 2)Avoir point entr_ unique 
pour avoir des services, effet facilitateur 3)Incitatif 
mon_taire pour les aidants naturelle. 4)Programme 
pour favoriser aux personnes a demeur_ a la maison 
(incitatif diff_rent pour modifier maison, afin de 
favoris_ l'autonomie a domicile.) 

1)Restriction de budget 2)Beaucoup de burocratie, 
difficile d'avoir acc_s bonne personne. 

85912405 

- les personnes ag_es et leurs communaut_s - des 
ministres qui sont plus _ l'_coute de la population et 
des intervenants que des administrateurs et sous-
ministres qui sont souvent d_connect_s des r_alit_s sur 
le terrain -Ouverture du dialogue et prise de 
consccience du probl_me du vieillement de la 
population - volont_ de s'int_resser au ph_nom_ne et 
de trouver des solutions innovatrices. 

-refuser d'utiliser l,argent de fa_on diff_rente - la 
quantit_ d'argent est moins un probl_me que comment 
elles est utilis_e. - trop lourde structure admistrative en 
sant_ et services sociaux - d_sicions de BUREAUX par 
des administrateurs qui n'ont plus de contact direct 
avec le terrain - d_cisions de BUREAUX souvent peu 
applicable dans la r_alit_ -disparit_ entre les r_gions 
pour les ressources -exode des jeunes en milieu rural 
alors que les personnes age_es reviennent pour 'finir 
leurs jours' 

85912471 

we are ready for change we have a huge pool of 
resources and wisdom which we are more then willing 
to use but it needs to be organized accountability 

we need to be heard not enough resources and 
knowledge....needs to be put out there time 
management --looking ouside the box of your own daily 
routine and look at the province as a whole 

85912483 

Extra Mural Program Size of the province Financial 
situation Desire to help and to work together 

Attitude Resistance to change Red tape Lack of 
leadership 

85912498 

1) Culture de bienveillance 2) Enveloppe bud_taire 
global est quand m_me tr_s int_ressante (d'autres 
provinces ou pays ne sont pas aussi chanceux) 3) 
Volont_ communautaire 4) Libert_ d'expression et 
respect des minorit_s linguistiques 

1) R_sistance au changement 2) R_partition des 
ressources (comp_tition entre les silos) 3) G_ographie 
(rural VS urbain) distances entre les communaut_s 

85912609 
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Enablers: What are the top 3-4 ENABLERS – thinks we 
have going for us in NB? 

Barriers: What are 3-4 greatest 
BARRIERS/CHALLENGES to creating the kind of future 
we want? Unique ID 

Institut atlantique sur le vieillissement Convaicre les 
politiciens qu il est urgent d agir Politique du 
vieillissement a long terme Unir les differents 
organismes pour servir les aines Facon de 
communiquer avec les personnes analphabetes 

Les decideurs devraient utiliser les regroupements d 
aines pour connaitre les besoins. La mentalite de la 
population doit changer. Au depart l aine est un citoyen 
a part entiere et non un client. Seulement 10% des 
aines utilisent les soins offerts. Analphabetiste 

85912655 

Homog_n_it_ des foyers de soins de longue dur_e, 
niveaux 3 et 4. Une association. Possibilit_ de r_unir les 
diff_rents fournisseurs de service dans une m_me 
association. Technologie; syst_me de surveillance _ 
distance. 

Noyau familiale plus _clat_. Acc_s aux ressources plus 
difficiles en milieux ruraux. Ressources financi_res 
moins disponibles dans la province. 

85912679 

1. Programme extra mural. 2. Notre culture. 3. Notre 
vecu. 4. Le vouloir de changer les choses. 5. Beaucoup 
de ressources eduquees. 

1. Mauvaise utilisation des ressources et ils ne sont pas 
bien reconnuent dans la communaute. 2. Manque de 
coordination et de communication. 3. Manque de 
ressources financieres. 4. Distance a parcourir pour 
recevoir les ressources. 5. Famille souvent au loin. 

85912712 

1)Appetite for change 2)Highest demographic for older 
adults, therefore we have the numbers to make change 
3)We are not to big, we still have the small hometown 
values-- Maritime values 

1)We need to engage the stakeholders necessary to 
look at ways of moving forward 2) Stop sustaining/ 
creating silos as a part of the culture 3) Image or 
general concept of what long term care is still preceived 
as negative places.... Image needs to change 

85912715 
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Enablers: What are the top 3-4 ENABLERS – thinks we 
have going for us in NB? 

Barriers: What are 3-4 greatest 
BARRIERS/CHALLENGES to creating the kind of future 
we want? Unique ID 

1. NB is a small place with a strong community focus. If 
we can create the energy in the community we could 
see results quickly. Mobilization would be easier. Bigger 
is not necessarily better. 2. Grassroots movement such 
as this summit; If a cohesive single message can come 
out of this, the will force the change at the government 
level that is needed. 3. Atlantic Institute on Aging can 
provide the vehicle by which to carry this unified 
message since it is individually focused and not 
bureaucratic or system focused. 4. It is the best of 
times; demographics and economic realities are forcing 
change and solutions. 

1. Everyone working separately; silos and hanging onto 
their own specific interests and self-preservation 
instead of the greater good. 2. Becoming too focused 
on what we think the answer is or on all the problems 
that we do not see the solutions. Wanting quick 
answers; impatience. 3. Resistance to change; being 
negative versus open to opportunties; see what is 
possible not impossible. 4. The stignma surroundng 
seniors. We need to inspire our youth to the 
opportunities of caring for the aging and ignite the 
passion for this. 

85912794 

Catalyseurs Nombre de la population vieillissante Les 
connaissancs et experiences collectives cette 
population Les nombres et la qualit_ des services 

Obstacles 1. Gouverance des services proviennent de 3 
diff_rences de minist_res et manque de communication 
entre ces minist_res; alors devrait avoir une meilleur 
communication; un point de service favoriserait l'acces 
aux services 2. Manque de vision _ long terme; le 
systeme politique (bas_ limit_ par des termes de 4 ans) 
et la collectivit_ de nos communaut_s. Ces derniers ont 
besoin de ressourece financi_res, humaines et les 
outils. 3. Perception de la soci_t_ qui voit la population 
des ain_s demandante ou qui co_te ch_re; 4. Le 
manque de volont_ ou de savoir faire pour s'implication 
dans la politique publique. 

85912818 
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Enablers: What are the top 3-4 ENABLERS – thinks we 
have going for us in NB? 

Barriers: What are 3-4 greatest 
BARRIERS/CHALLENGES to creating the kind of future 
we want? Unique ID 

-Petite province ou la plupart des gens se 
connaissent=r_seautage est plus facile (catalyseur) -
Profiter du 70% des personnes _g_es qui sont en sant_ 
pour aller chercher leurs sagesses, les int_grer dans la 
communaut_...b_n_volat(catalyseur). -La grande 
majorit_ de la population francophone sera 
majoritairement vieillissante d'ici 15 ans; est-ce qu'il y 
aura le support th_rapeutique, social... pour cette 
population (barri_re).Par quel bout commencer? Perte 
de nos jeunes d_ a la crise _conomique. -Babyboumer 
sont plus _duqu_s donc pourrait devenir un catalyseur 
pour le d_veloppement des communaut_s pour le 
partage d'information. -Probl_me d'anaphab_tisation 
tr_s _lev_ au NB et qui agira de barri_re. -Les 
associations qui s'occupent des personnes _g_es sont 
des catalyseurs (sont une voix ). -La ruralit_ peut 
devenir une barri_re pour joindre les personnes _g_es 
afin de leur offrir l'accessibilit_ aux divers services ex: 
meal on weal. -Le transport en commun au NB qui se 
d_t_riore; impact dans les r_gions rurales (barri_re) -
L'_conomie des r_gions deviendra une barri_re pour la 
sant_ de nos personnes _g_e. - 

  85912837 

Intellect - we can think through the possibilities. 
Collaboration of passionate people. NB give more hours 
of care- max 11 hrs per day 

Can we find the social strength to execute ideas. We 
are an "instant" society, we don't have patience to 
wait. We need to think long term. We are reactive 
instead of proactive Stigma of being a senior. We need 
a passion to achieve solutions. Financial assistance or 
tax breaks for family caregivers. Social Development 
can override expert opinion of person's care needs. 

85912839 
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Enablers: What are the top 3-4 ENABLERS – thinks we 
have going for us in NB? 

Barriers: What are 3-4 greatest 
BARRIERS/CHALLENGES to creating the kind of future 
we want? Unique ID 

New-Brunswick being small makes it easier to 
implement new ideas High knowledge, experience 
professional, service professionals Possibilities to 
realign access to services 

Availability of funds System that is hard to navigate for 
seniors and/or families Focus is on techinical 
communications while face-to-face interactions would 
help identify and rectify individuals personal concerns 

85912886 

seniors extramural system volunteers stereotypes tribalism transportation respite assessment 85912900 

  Home support workers have to be supported in their 
training. This is very important for retention. With a 
trained staff comes the expectation of a decent wage. 
proper compensation will improve recruitment. 
Government should look into this as a job creation 
strategy. more and more home support workers will be 
required in the future and these people need to be 
seen as professionals and valued 

85912914 

We have a true sense of communitiy and willingness to 
help each other Semiors Federations 

Funding Lack of political will Unwillingness to change 
Lack of geriatric education for all generations 

85912922 

existing variety of skillsets and resources maritime 
culture and sense of commumity able to mobilize 
people, resources and assets due to our proximity and 
population 

Due to current economic and geographical locations 
there is difficulty in bringing the various resources 
together Bring down the silos, lack of communication 
among professional, community and government areas 
Lack of flexibility to promote the variance of the 
appropriate level of care. Lack of encouragement to 
foster independence, to encourage health and wellness 
and promote a sense of self-worth. Wait time, lack of 
awareness of available resources Resistance to change. 
We are living longer with more acute and chronic 
illnesses. What worked before is obviously not will work 
today. 

85912924 
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Enablers: What are the top 3-4 ENABLERS – thinks we 
have going for us in NB? 

Barriers: What are 3-4 greatest 
BARRIERS/CHALLENGES to creating the kind of future 
we want? Unique ID 

Les personnes elles-memes La perception du 
vieillissement change Les reseaux qui existent deja (Ex: 
Institut atlantique sur le vieillissement) Le milieu 
associatif La necessite de faire autrement 

Pas de conscensus social Manque de vision Travail en 
silo Manque de communication Le financement 

85912933 

Les baby boomers font beaucoup plus de pression. La 
connaissance monte. Les contraintes financi_res vont 
faire qu'on vas innover. 

Pas de ressource pour soutenir la famille. Pas asser un 
service unie, faudrais une meilleur communication. 
Manque de ressources. 

85912952 

We have front line workers (social workers, nurses from 
within the gov. system)who are going out to the 
community to do more within the community to 
provide services. Special Care Homes are good 

Too much bureaucracy to access services (need a 1-800 
number) Re profile the budget to ensure it is being 
spend more appropriately to meet the needs of seniors 
Nursing homes don't have to take those on the waiting 
list Social Assessment and Financial Assessments are 
too complex and take too long. SW case loads are too 
high confusion of who is doing what in the ltc 
assessment process - too many workers in the process 
and the families get caught in the cycle of bureaucratic 
issues - no one informs a distraught family of the 
process before they are thrown into it. They need one 
persons (for continunity) to help them through the 
process. The workers are too territorial about their own 
role in the process it needs to be more coordinated and 
more teamwork is needed. 

85912975 

Shared vision and dialogue that's being developed here 
today. The crisis state of the current system 
Recognition of the need for change Buy-in from 
stakeholders Managing expectations 

Cultural resistance to change The crisis state of the 
current system. Current political and economic climate 
Managing expectations 

85912977 

mutually beneficial relationships collaboration 
volunteerism 

funding uniform access to services for rural 
communities migration out of NB and rural 
communities isolation lack of volunteerism 

85912980 
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Enablers: What are the top 3-4 ENABLERS – thinks we 
have going for us in NB? 

Barriers: What are 3-4 greatest 
BARRIERS/CHALLENGES to creating the kind of future 
we want? Unique ID 

1. Opportunities to involve the stakeholders. 2. The 
desire to change the culture and make the necessary 
changes needed to make the changes to our current 
health care system. 3. We have a good skill set mix in 
the province. 4. Passion to take care of our elderly. 

1. We talk a lot and do nothing about it. 2. Rising 
number of elderly, resources and funding. 3. Remove 
the existing barriers associated with in home care 
policies to enhance the quality of daily living and 
dignity. 4. Lack of community involvement. 5. Easier 
access to a hospital bed than to access home care. 

85913008 

We have 300 people gathered here today who want to 
make a difference 

  85913022 

Extramural Program Day Care centers in nursing 
homes,respite beds Mental health crisis intervention 
palliative hospice care ,womens shelters' gerentologists 
coming to rural areas social development doing LTC 
assessments. homecare workers. 

Extramural and Social Development need to be more 
integrated so they can link services to keep people at 
home . Regional differences in acess of services. 
Retaining and recuriting qualified staff. rehab facility for 
short term rehab instead of staying in hospital. 

85913024 

Good teams/services - Extra Mural, Mental Health... 
Medicare Active research and knowledge in the 
province Baby boomers are the bridge - large 
number/majority NB is a family oriented province Lots 
of space as in land mass 

Decreasing workforce Lack of streamlining services and 
goals - networking Misuse of the allocation of funding 
Not tapping into our community resources Decreasing 
interest in volunteering, decrease attendance at church 
that used to be the centre of the community - they 
used to care for one another No mediators to break 
down the barriers Lots of space as in land mass - rural 
areas 

85913035 

Multitude of services ARE available. Seniors Advocacy 
groups are there to share seniors concerns with 
government. Programs available to seniors (including 
information). 

Fear of change. Lack of communication and information 
between services providers and recipients. Negative 
perception of seniors in the community. 

85913042 
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Enablers: What are the top 3-4 ENABLERS – thinks we 
have going for us in NB? 

Barriers: What are 3-4 greatest 
BARRIERS/CHALLENGES to creating the kind of future 
we want? Unique ID 

1) The number of senior organizations that exist. 2) To 
be ready: heart-ready and materialistic. The culture of 
caring and community. 3) Holisitic approach to caring. 
4) Immigriant: learning from other cultures that respect 
their elders (First Nations, Asian, etc). 5) Willingness to 
change, a passion to work together. 

1) We view senior's issues as a senior's problems (let's 
prepare for the fact we are aging). 2) Focus on physical 
care of our elders. 3) Prison approach to caring for 
elders (in some cases) 4) Social workers that try to do 
more than what they are trained for. 5) People working 
in Silos (fundings come from different programs that 
work seperately). 6) Organizations that work too closely 
with Government. 

85913051 

existing intergenerational programs ie. school and elder 
partnerships need continued support the existing extra-
mural hospital program exceeds most other in the 
country we need to celebrate and build on that 
celebrate and maintain friendships with all ages, 
celebrate the informal support system strong volunteer 
networks and groups 

societal segration/ghettoisation of age groups societal 
lack of respect for authority and elders families are 
busy making a living and therefore outsource eldercare 
misallocation of existing resources 

85913057 

Open communication between service providers such 
as this Summit Dedicated and passionate people within 
the system Close-knit communities within the Province 

Lack of education Government regulations and 
standards Limited knowlege available to access system 
Disconnect between people in acute care beds and long 
term care beds Elderly accessing services only at crisis 
stage 

85913080 

volont_ politique financement ad_quat la reglementation trop rigide controle m_dicale 85913096 
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Enablers: What are the top 3-4 ENABLERS – thinks we 
have going for us in NB? 

Barriers: What are 3-4 greatest 
BARRIERS/CHALLENGES to creating the kind of future 
we want? Unique ID 

1. Extra mural services exist and is recognized nationally 
2. increased awareness that change is needed to meet 
the needs of older adults 3.many of the services older 
adults require already exist, just need to increase 
access and awareness have someo one knowledgable 
about the services in Service NB 4.there is a lot of 
expertise on aging in NB (institute on aging, specialized 
training through in professional programs) 5. the older 
adult population is currently a relatively healthy 
population, it is the younger population that has a 
higher instance of chronic disease 

1. resistance to change - can't afford to change, ageism 
exisitng the system and among the general population 
2. messaging about aging - aging isn't a problem that 
needs to be solved, or feared. 3. system/services are 
not adequate to need the individual needs of the older 
adult population - especially housing. 4. planning and 
availability of resources do not exist to help prevent a 
crisis admission to hospital or instiutionalization - 
example helping people move 5. lack sharng of 
information/ lack of opportunity to share or 
communicate across sector, in need of a hotline 6. 
Frontline staff (home care workers) are not valued 
monetarily for the work that they do - leads to high 
turnover of staff 

85913098 

1. some excellent, key resources, e.g. the Extra Mural 
Program 2. the Maritime spirit of community and 
volunteerism, especially among the well elderly 3. we 
actually do have money to do what we need to do 
(allocation/priorities are the issue) 

1. the geography of the province (rural nature of most 
of the province, how "spread out" the population is) 
and transportation deficiences 2. poor access 
to/knowledge of information on available services and 
how to access these services and poor sharing of 
information because of industry silos 3. the default 
application of a medical model rather than a 
community model 4. the lack of a sound ethical model 
for decision making related to the allocation of the 
province's financial resources 

85913122 
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Enablers: What are the top 3-4 ENABLERS – thinks we 
have going for us in NB? 

Barriers: What are 3-4 greatest 
BARRIERS/CHALLENGES to creating the kind of future 
we want? Unique ID 

Medicare est un grand support pour les aines. 
Prescription drug support for olders. Deduction on taxe 
property.(200.00$) Legal aid (aide legal) should be 
install. help line should be install.. Une grosse partie de 
l argent pour la sante va pour les salaires, faire des 
etudes et moins d argent va pour ameliorer les soins de 
sante en equipement. 

Une barriere serait que ce sont toujours les memes 
personnes qui sont impliquees dans les organisnes. Les 
aines supportent beaucoup leurs familles et n ont plus 
de temps pour s impliquer dans different organisme. 
CHANGER NOS MENTALITES. 

85913379 

The Extra-Mural Program (Could be expanded) Caring 
People Immigration 

Lack of Regional Coordination and resources (not every 
region has the same needs) A single point for people to 
access information on health or needs Not enough 
young population to support the aging population 
Recruitment and retention of qualified care workers in 
all levels of care 

85913485 

  Remove Social Development from the equation 85913764 

1.People in NB - our staff, 'us' as a people - an area of 
the world where community does still count. From the 
community to our staff - passionate and determined to 
deliver a high level of care. 2. Synergy and shared focus 
for the well being our citizens - all citizens. 3. Volunteer 
- 70% of our seniors are well...leverage them as capital 
to support our frail and ill 4. Sufficiently motivated - the 
time is now - sense of urgency relative to the known 
demand on our doorsteps 

1. Wait times - a cumbersome service delivery system 
that appears designed to deny your ease of access - 
designed for failure 2. Need for sensitivity training - lack 
of knowledge on how to work with our senior popultion 
- people driven mindset - more than seniors 3. societal 
disassociation - need to reward and encourage a 
culture of volunteerism within our youth via our 
educational system 4. FISCAL RESTRAINT - the potential 
return on investment from our impoverished provincial 
government is long term...have to take a non partisan 
approach due to our 4-year cycle. 

85913794 
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Enablers: What are the top 3-4 ENABLERS – thinks we 
have going for us in NB? 

Barriers: What are 3-4 greatest 
BARRIERS/CHALLENGES to creating the kind of future 
we want? Unique ID 

Commitment to change We recognize systems have to 
change (Experience has shown us we must change i.e. 
Denmark's system works for them ours isn't working for 
us) Socialist thinking in Canada keeps us centered on 
our people and their needs We have started to make 
changes/accept that changes are required due to our 
financial situation. Sectors are working together more 
to meet the challenges we face. 

Financial situation of the province Silos/isolation 
prevent effective communication Politics (directions 
change with different governments) Public policy does 
not correspond with the needs at present and in the 
future Passive nature of healthcare providers may allow 
us to remain with the status quo rather than taking a 
stand to make changes. 

85913824 

  We need to talk about medications and when is the 
time to discontinue PREVENTATIVE drugs and treat 
current symptoms such as pain. When do we stop 
prolonging life even when medications give horrible 
side effects. 

85914009 

WE DO HAVE A LTC SYSTEM IN PLACE THAT DOES 
REPRESENT A CERTAIN LEVEL OF SERVICES FOR OUR 
CITIZENS, ALTHOUGH NOT PERFECT :) EVENTS LIKE THIS 
SUMMIT IS SO AMAZING AND HISTORIC!! WE NEED TO 
DO MORE LIKE THIS OUR GROWING SENIOR 
POPULATION IS A WONDERFUL OPPORTUNITY FOR NB 
THE WEALTH OF KNOWLEDGE AND CHANCE FOR OUR 
SOCIETY TO EMBRACE. 

TO LEAD BY EXAMPLE WITH OUR CHILDREN AND OUR 
FAMILIES HOW TO NURTURE EACH OTHER A MINDSET 
OF RELYING ON GOVERNMENT PROVIDED SERVICES 
INSTEAD OF CREATING SOLUTIONS OURSELVES 
HOWEVER, ADEQUATE RESOURCES NEED TO BE THERE 
TO SUPPORT US LACK OF CLEAR COOPERATION AND 
SHARING OF INFORMATION (AMONGST CARE 
FACILITIES & CARE PROVIDERS (MEDICAL AND SOCIAL) 
ABOUT A SENIOR SEEKING CARE IN A NURSING HOME 
OR SPECIAL CARE HOME TO ENSURE ACCURATE 
PLACEMENT. GOVERNMENT DEPARTMENTS AND 
POLICY DECISION MAKERS NEED TO REMOVE THEIR 
OWN SILOS AND WORK TOGETHER FOR POSITIVE 
CHANGE 

85914080 
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Enablers: What are the top 3-4 ENABLERS – thinks we 
have going for us in NB? 

Barriers: What are 3-4 greatest 
BARRIERS/CHALLENGES to creating the kind of future 
we want? Unique ID 

  1. Lack of consistent training for those who care for 
seniors. 2. Regulations governing nursing homes mean 
it is impossible to not have an institutional setting vs. a 
home setting for our seniors. The inspections focus on 
temperatures, locked doors, times, audits and not the 
soft things such as - events, community connection, 
individuality, newsletters, etc. 

85914215 

we have the resources we have positive advocates 
billingual 

too many gaps in the system redtape not enough of all 
aspects coming together for common goal resources 
are not allocated in proper places low employee wages 
for health care workers in home care settings,and all 
other aspects 

85914452 

  We need Challenging Behaviour Specialized units with 
educated staff. We need to work closer with Mental 
Health Services- currently they are their own entity. 

85914628 

We live in a culture that is caring. We live in a small, 
supporting community with strong beliefs in helping 
others. Our province is unique in that all communities 
have access to some resources; networks are in place 
for the provisions of services. As evidenced by the 
strong turnout for this summit, there is a strong desire 
and will to make changes to the way we care for older 
persons. Small and easy to discuss change and new 
ideas. 

Money, economics. Lack of coordination between the 
various services providers, homecare, nursing homes, 
special care homes (silos). Accessibility of information; 
it's difficult assisting those at home or otherwise 
outside of the systems. Specifically, in navigating the 
pathways of the system. The current model of 
operation is not conducive to new ways of thinking 
about quality of life. Difficult to be open to change or 
new ideas. 

85914763 
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Enablers: What are the top 3-4 ENABLERS – thinks we 
have going for us in NB? 

Barriers: What are 3-4 greatest 
BARRIERS/CHALLENGES to creating the kind of future 
we want? Unique ID 

The fact that we are here willing to work with our 
government to develop a framework for our future. 
Extramural service - build on these services. Community 
health centers - build on these services. We are a small 
province and we are better at supporting and talking to 
each other than larger provinces. 

Current divisions or silos in funding health care 
Individuals needing services having to make multiple 
calls or visits to access all of the providers in the 
continuum Lack of seamless access to the services 
seniors need and the transfer of residents in special 
care homes or nursing homes to acute care when if the 
service needed comes to them as opposed to them 
having to go to the services this reduces the stress on 
the senior and reduces duplication of costs for caring 
for the seniors. (ie paying for a hospital bed at the same 
time as paying for a nursing home or special care bed 
while the person is hospitalized for something that 
could likely have been managed by extramural in the 
nursing home or special care home or funding for 
specialized care or supplies) 

85915279 

existing variety of skillsets and resources maritime 
culture and sense of commumity able to mobilize 
people, resources and assets due to our proximity and 
population 

Due to current economic and geographical locations 
there is difficulty in bringing the various resources 
together Bring down the silos, lack of communication 
among professional, community and government areas 
Lack of flexibility to promote the variance of the 
appropriate level of care. Lack of encouragement to 
foster independence, to encourage health and wellness 
and promote a sense of self-worth. Wait time, lack of 
awareness of available resources Resistance to change. 
We are living longer with more acute and chronic 
illnesses. What worked before is obviously not will work 
today. 

85915310 
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Enablers: What are the top 3-4 ENABLERS – thinks we 
have going for us in NB? 

Barriers: What are 3-4 greatest 
BARRIERS/CHALLENGES to creating the kind of future 
we want? Unique ID 

1.People in NB - our staff, 'us' as a people - an area of 
the world where community does still count. From the 
community to our staff - passionate and determined to 
deliver a high level of care. 2. Synergy and shared focus 
for the well being our citizens - all citizens. 3. Volunteer 
- 70% of our seniors are well...leverage them as capital 
to support our frail and ill 4. Sufficiently motivated - the 
time is now - sense of urgency relative to the known 
demand on our doorsteps 

1. Wait times - a cumbersome service delivery system 
that appears designed to deny your ease of access - 
designed for failure 2. Need for sensitivity training - lack 
of knowledge on how to work with our senior popultion 
- people driven mindset - more than seniors 3. societal 
disassociation - need to reward and encourage a 
culture of volunteerism within our youth via our 
educational system 4. FISCAL RESTRAINT - the potential 
return on investment from our impoverished provincial 
government is long term...have to take a non partisan 
approach due to our 4-year cycle. 

85915545 

 
 
What ideas have you heard that most inspire/encourage you? Unique ID 

Love the idea of using SCH as temporary crisis intervention instead of Emergency Room or acute care hospital. 85924536 

Mobile geriatric teams that can see seniors in their homes and avoid hospitalizations. Involvement of community 
pharmacists to review multiple medications 

85925862 

Awareness of the issues, resources that are available. The components are out there; learning about the Atlantic 
Institute on Aging, steps government is taking, recognizing the issues. 

85927711 

that we all have gifts/talents/resources that it is a positive thing that we have a growing elderly society and that it 
is a sign of success instead of being negative bridging the gap is a positive thing that can be built on intersections 
of posibility connectivity for change 

85927858 

A transition to a more positive narrative 85927884 

childcare services by seniors seniors as mentors in the school system ideas from the atlantic institute of ageing 
promoting age friendly communities The existence of a separate department of Healthy and Inclusive 
Communities 

85927937 

Stop imposing limits and becoming openminded and innovative.Utilize the appropriate people for the appropriate 
tasks. Stop pretending that this is going to go away. Disabilty groups need to be heard ie:CNIB and 
consulted.Barriers need to be eliminated. Front line workers need to be empowered and given the freedom to run 
with ideas. Staff want education and training to improve care 

85928078 
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What ideas have you heard that most inspire/encourage you? Unique ID 

C'est le temps d'agir!!! Implication des personnes plus agÈs, des diffÈrents intervenants etc Voir qu'il y a des 
dÈmarches qui sont dÈja dÈbuter... Il y a de l'espoire.. VolontÈ collective 

85928222 

The strategic plan being prepared by Premier's Council on Aging MUST be presented to government as a whole 
not based on political party in power. 

85928237 

Vieillir c'est partager sa sagesse Action -coallition provinciale pour mettre le plan en marche -se mobiliser -avec le 
sommet c'est commence Arretons de se limiter Saisissons les opportunites que nous apporte le changement 
demographique 

85928345 

La volontÈ et l'engagement de tous et chacun d'aider les aÓnÈs. De prendre conscience du probleme. Changer la 
mentalitÈ de la population. Le Centre du vieillissement. On est proactif- on agit au lieu de rÈagir. 

85928351 

-l'intÈrÍt et la participation des jeunes ‡ un ÈvËnement comme celui-ci -l'interaction des participants des 
diffÈrentes sphËres de la sociÈtÈ -de constater que nous parlons tous le mÍme discours et qu'il nous reste ‡ passer 
en action 

85928359 

Diologue will continue and go further. The focus is shifting to community involvement. 85928365 

- To see so many people interested in the future of the aging population - L'importance de la participation des 
communautes - L'implication des aines qui veulent faire partie de la solution - Celebrer les accomplissements qui 
se font et s'impliquer pour apporter les changements voulus. - Interaction entre jeunes et personnes de 50 ans et 
plus 

85928366 

Prise de conscience et responsabilisation du problËme et de la solution; DÈsire plus Èvident de travailler ensemble 
(bonnes intentions); Lueur d'espoir qu'il y aura une plus grande volontÈ d'Ècoute de la part du gouvernement, tel 
que dÈmontrÈ par la crÈation du comitÈ consultatif (rapport sur le vieillissement) 

85928368 

Partnerships with Ability NB, Mental Health Senior Day Programming 85928389 

support from social workers, willingness to work together, sharing ideas, there may be political will to change how 
things are done,don't feel alone , common experiences, communication between agencies, resources and staff; 
everyone has a contribution to make that has value, every idea has merit, teamwork, no "I" in team. Dr. 
McLaughlin was blunt about reality. 

85928390 

The potential that we as the people have the resources and potential power to embrace change in an optimistic 
direction vibrant cities with increased opportunity for dynamic social involvement with technology and an 
increased population the potential to match need with the appropriate resource has increased substantially To 
encourage the involvement of the healthy senior, who represents 70% of the sector, to share their wisdom and 
skillset. In return, this participation validates the senior and their continued contribution to society. This results in 
not only a healthier senior but a socially and mentally stimulated elder who is recognized for their contributions. 

85928392 
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What ideas have you heard that most inspire/encourage you? Unique ID 

Impliquer les jeunes dans differentes activites avec les aines; faire un trav ail d intergeneration. Parler avec les 
instances gouvernementale concernant le vieillissement des aines. Quand une personne est en bonne sante, il ny 
a pas de probleme mais quand la maladie arrive c est la que les problemes des aines commence. Il faut quils aillent 
chercher des services et ils ne savent pas ou aller. Un service devrait mis aux services des aines pour faciliter leur 
mode de vie. Avoir un numero de telephone pour aller direct aux services des aines semblable a telessoin exemple 
1 800 senior. 

85928407 

-La partage des connaissances, des habiletÈs traditionnelles (ex. recettes (pain,..)= Reconnecter les diffÈrentes 
gÈnÈrations. -La valorisation des connaissances de la personne qui devrait se perpÈtuer en milieu de travail , en 
communautÈ. En rÈalitÈ il y a un grand fossÈ dans le milieu de travail ou on ne valorise pas les forces de 
l'individu=grande dÈtresse psychologique. -Avoir une vision et dÈfinir un plan vis a vis la vision assez rapidement. -
Enlever notre montre lorsqu'on fait une activitÈ familiale par exemple (qualitÈ de la prÈsence). -Inclusion de tous 
les groupes d'‚ges lors d'une activitÈ et s'assurer que les personnes puissent partager leurs sagesses. - 

85928439 

Transitional Services concept mentioned by Dr Pam Jarrett where more can be put in place to support seniors to 
stay at home. That teh conversation has been broader than care. Community, capacity and support, 
intergenerational, it has been really more about the opportunities. People have been able to attend this event and 
allow people to think more globally to address the challenges. Daring us to think moe innovatively and thinking 
outside of the box as mentioned by Marlien McKay, she inspired us to think differently about all of the 
possibilities. This is the first time that we see all stakeholder's all together in one room disussing common issues in 
this format is very inspirational. Bring the servcies to the resident and not the resident to the services concept and 
making that a reality. exploring what really matters, the best practice is sometimes not necessarily what matters. 

85928451 

The most encouraging thing is that we are all here for the same purpose. We are anxious to proceed with the 
steps. 

85928456 

L'ÈchÈancier. Les petites communautÈs qui se prennen en main. Tout faire pour Ítre mentally fit. AinÈs engagÈs. 85928474 

1) Nous (bientÙt aÓnÈs) feront parti d'une majoritÈ et avons beaucoup de vÈcu ‡ partager (sagesse). 2) Potentiel 
de collaboration 3) Synergie qui peut en ressortir 4) 2 communautÈs linguistiques sont trËs engagÈes et 
reprÈsentÈes 

85928548 

-l'intÈrÍt pour garder les ainÈs ‡ la maison 85928551 

Inspired to Work together with our Community. Opportunity for inclusion and integration. Valuing our senior 
workforce and opening opportunity for these people to mentor our young/new employees. Inspired by the 
opportunity to build community and bring community in. Inspired by the focus on positive "talk". Inspired by the 
discussion around quality of life and not just quality of care. 

85928562 
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What ideas have you heard that most inspire/encourage you? Unique ID 

Les aines ont les mains attaches; s ils en demande trop aupres du gouvernement ils ont peur de tout perdre.Si tu 
rends service a d autres aines, tu es puni par tes assurances; il faudra que tu paies trop et tu n as pas les revenus 
pour payer telle ou telle assurance. 

85929152 

childcare services by seniors seniors as mentors in the school system ideas from the atlantic institute of ageing 
promoting age friendly communities The existence of a separate department of Healthy and Inclusive 
Communities 

85929155 

Volunteering tax credits offered to the elderly to encourage community engagement. Promote activities that will 
enhance the elderly's quality of life. 

85929161 

We need public service announcements to explain dementia and what resources are available. There are free 
courses available for families three times a year from the NB Alzheimer Society. 

85929168 

Personne ‡ la maison: Simplifier des dÈmarches afin d'avoir services ‡ la maison, programme de rÈnovation.... La 
communautÈ (ex:club communautaire) ont un rÙle actif afin d'aider les personnes ‡ la maison, chaque 
communautÈ a ses forces. 

85929191 

Collaborative living arrangements Renewing the concept of community and family Start taking positive action to 
move forward Community Gardens Fostering intergenerational relationships Using existing infrastructure in a new 
and innovative way Collective kitchens Exercise programs for health, wellness and preventative care 

85929197 

1. look for solutions from within the community. look for examples of innovations of practice in other communties 
within the province and nationally. However, need a method of sharing these innovations. 2. baby boom 
generation is now retiring and being faced with the issues personally and professionally will drive the change. 3. 
the provinical fiscal restraints are driving innovative practices out of necessity. change is created within our 
current resources will be more sustainable 

85929199 

support from social workers, willingness to work together, sharing ideas, there may be political will to change how 
things are done,don't feel alone , common experiences, communication between agencies, resources and staff; 
everyone has a contribution to make that has value, every idea has merit, teamwork, no "I" in team. Dr. 
McLaughlin was blunt about reality. actions for healthy elders at home; community activities for older adults, 
accessibility- transportation, provide purposeful activity- volunteer oppoprtunities, plan for retirement, fragile 
elders at home - increased in home support and funding for this, more intiatives to support fragile elderly in rural 
areas. fragile elders in care- more involvement from community groups, 

85929208 
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What ideas have you heard that most inspire/encourage you? Unique ID 

Healthy seniors at home: Encourge healthy living. Opportunity to engage in the community. Encourage 
volunteering and opporunities to give care to others. Look closer at the volunteerism (how much are we 
expecting?). Tap into the senior's talents. Fragile Seniors at Home: Tap into to school leadership programs to have 
visits. Have community volunteer programs for home maintenance and support. Have Nursing Homes engage in 
the community to support those who are fragile at home. Fragile in Nursing Homes: Help encourge quality of life 
until their last breath. 

85929214 

Process to meet their basic needs, i.e. appointments, meals, pet care, etc. Intellectual stimulation, exercise, 
monitoring of condition. 

85929215 

Change is happening and we know that we need the committment to make it happen. There are many things that 
need to be done and that require funding so we need to balance where the funds go. 

85929218 

Pour soutenir ‡ tous les niveau un service provincial (centre d'appel) pour aider dans tous les aspects (tous les 
diffÈrents services qu'un aÓnÈ rechercherait)... on stop shop. 

85929221 

-Onsite health care -holistic care -encouragement to help rebuild communities and relationships with our seniors -
increased allocation of financial support for families to take care of their elder family members -to provide 
financial and educational support for home care workers -Sharing of educational opportunities for all sectors not 
just ie hospitals allow SChomes NH staff to attend -don't be limited by our beliefs look at what we can do and JUST 
MAKE IT HAPPEN -Making our environments user friendly -Age friedly communities -Need to change agism and 
false beliefs about getting older -Ask and engage seniors to discuss what they want -Extramural services could be 
expanded and even brought to care facilities to keep them out of the hospital - 

85929231 

- To see so many people interested in the future of the aging population - L'importance de la participation des 
communautes - L'implication des aines qui veulent faire partie de la solution - Celebrer les accomplissements qui 
se font et s'impliquer pour apporter les changements voulus. - Interaction entre jeunes et personnes de 50 ans et 
plus What actions can we take to support elders at home: - Sensibiliser les aines aux differents 
programmes,services et organismes qui peuvent leur permettre de s'impliquer activement - Inviter les 
communautes a initier des programmes de partenariat What actions can we take to support the fragile elders at 
home: - Informer cette clientele concernant les services et programmes d'entraide ou ils peuvent puiser pour de 
l'aide. - Etablir un point centrale (centre d'appel) ou ils pourraient trouver des reponses a leurs questions. - 
Augmenter les services de l'extra mural. 

85929235 
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What ideas have you heard that most inspire/encourage you? Unique ID 

1. we feel inspired to go back to my community and do something;go back to my service groups and talk about 
what we can do differently with this issue 2. like the positive reframing of the issue 3. there is a consensus that 
things have to change 4. we need a broad vision and the leadership to put a plan into action we have to provide a 
whole range of supports to keep people at home; i.e, home maintenance & renovations, outside yard care, 
transportation, proper nutrition, exercise program, falls prevention. we need to improve the retention and 
recruitment strategies of home support improve access to relief services for family caregivers person centered 
care for residents; meet the needs of the person rather than the person meeting the schedule of the facility 
community involvement in residential facilities, including young people methods to keep families engaged 

85929247 

-La partage des connaissances, des habiletÈs traditionnelles (ex. recettes (pain,..)= Reconnecter les diffÈrentes 
gÈnÈrations. -La valorisation des connaissances de la personne qui devrait se perpÈtuer en milieu de travail , en 
communautÈ. En rÈalitÈ il y a un grand fossÈ dans le milieu de travail ou on ne valorise pas les forces de 
l'individu=grande dÈtresse psychologique. -Avoir une vision et dÈfinir un plan vis a vis la vision assez rapidement. -
Enlever notre montre lorsqu'on fait une activitÈ familiale par exemple (qualitÈ de la prÈsence). -Inclusion de tous 
les groupes d'‚ges lors d'une activitÈ et s'assurer que les personnes puissent partager leurs sagesses. - Quelles 
actions pouvons nous prendre pour assurer que la personne ‚gÈe en santÈ demeure dans sa maison? *AccËs a des 
journÈes Èducatives dans la communautÈ *Sensibilisation sur des sujets de santÈ (santÈ en marche). Avoir une 
reconnaissance financiËre afin de maintenir la motivation du bÈnÈvolat qui travaille auprËs de la personne ‚gÈe. * 
Quelles actions pouvons nous prendre pour maintenir la personne fÈbrile dans un Ètat mieux-Ítre avec sa 
condition pathologique et continuer de vivre ? *SÈcurisÈ son domicile *DÈveloppÈ le mandat du Programme Extra 
Mural 

85929254 

health at home... community nurse-preventive care inservices and information -diabetes fragile at home-RN 
coming to home instead of going to ER institions-inhanced services(ot,rehab,dietician.ect) 

85929273 
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What ideas have you heard that most inspire/encourage you? Unique ID 

L'engagement des gens de la communaute et aussi du gouvernement. Un concensus des participants du sommet 
sur la demarche de resolutions de problemes sont des choses qui nous ont encourager. C'est bien de voir que tous 
le monde veut la meme chose. Ce qui nous a inspirer est que nous ne somme pas seul a vouloir faire une 
difference. Ont se sent plus ecouter avec la participation des membres du gouvernement au sommet. Aussi une 
autre inspiration est que le language n'est pas un obstacle. Un partenariat entre les aines et les jeunes des 
communautes est une bonne idee pour debuter. Individualiser les besoins de chaque region afin de fournir les 
ressources necessaires. 1. Pour garder nos aines en sante a la maison: Promotion des ressources communautaires 
disponible. Les impliquers comme personne ressource dans la communaute. Leurs fournir de l'equipement pour 
se tenir en forme. Une reconnaissance de la part de la communaute. 2. Pour garder nos aines fragile a la maison: 
Offir plus de services avec differentes options d'heures tout au long de la journee. Outiller les familles pour donner 
des soins aux aines. Renumerer des membres de la famille pour etre capable de prendre soins de leurs parents. 3. 
Pour garder nos aines fragile en institutions. Offrir des soins de qualite. 

85929307 

La volontÈ et l'engagement de tous et chacun d'aider les aÓnÈs. De prendre conscience du probleme. Changer la 
mentalitÈ de la population. Le Centre du vieillissement. On est proactif- on agit au lieu de rÈagir. RÈseautage- 
support tel repas a domicile. Aide financiere du gouvernement. Implication des familles. Diminuer l'imposition des 
taxes a la famille puisqu'il soulage le systeme. 

85929344 

Everyone to use their talents and gifts Using our public facilites for exercises Use of special care home to assist 
with hospital bed congestion Integrated healtcare services Education for home care workers Enhance Extra Mural 
Services to serve more clients in need of care wherever their reside (home, special care, nursing home). Wellness 
centers for seniors (provide education on various health topics) 

85929381 
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What ideas have you heard that most inspire/encourage you? Unique ID 

The potential that we as the people have the resources and potential power to embrace change in an optimistic 
direction vibrant cities with increased opportunity for dynamic social involvement with technology and an 
increased population the potential to match need with the appropriate resource has increased substantially To 
encourage the involvement of the healthy senior, who represents 70% of the sector, to share their wisdom and 
skillset. In return, this participation validates the senior and their continued contribution to society. This results in 
not only a healthier senior but a socially and mentally stimulated elder who is recognized for that contribution. 
Suggestions to support fragile seniors in home.... community support system...Designated group of residents that 
commit to a daily phone calls, assistance with maintenance or heavier daily chores ie: shovelling a drive way, a 
home cooked meal, take a senior to an appointment or groceries Just because you are a senior does not mean you 
stop living. To have a continum of hobbies, sports that were favorites within younger years. ie 4 wheeling, fishing, 
motorcycle clubs Availability of various housing options that continue to maintain independence but lighten the 
burdern of more strenuous responsibilies such as yard maintenance. Apartments, condominiums, assisted living, 
or communities that foster a more intimate relationship with one another. 

85929436 

1. focus on hopeful possibilities rather than intractable problems 2. integrated, collaborative, easily understood 
structures rather than complex, siloed structures 3. thinking about/around inter-generational, community-focused 
solutions 4. education/training of home-based caregivers 5. sensitivity training for front-line, citizen-facing agents, 
including government agents 6. simplified access to information on available services and how to engage those 
services 7. focus on providing information on service availability and access to the well elders at home group so 
that, if/when they come to the point of transition to the fragile elder at home group, they know how to do that 

85929473 

There is a passion and willingness to change. The number of participants is encouraging. Inspired by the Premier's 
message and commitment to healthy and inclusive communities and the promotion wellness and prevention of 
health issues. Dr. MacLaughlin recognizes the size of the problem and acknowledging that the issue is larger than 
one department or government alone that it takes a collective approach that is needed. The creation of the new 
department of Healthy and Inclusive Communities. To keep healthy seniors at home: we need to get information 
out to all communities about access to wellness centres, most seniors live in an apartment or senior 
complex....they need transportation. they need information about what is available to them and how to access 
them. Many seniors still don't have computers. Opportunities for social interaction needs to be there and 
accessible. Communication is essential Keeping active especially after retirement is essential to keeping well and 
being able to stay independent. One stop for info on all seniors services. 

85929490 

Re-alignement (case/services/access) The circle of Life (The Lion King) Favoriser les interactions 
intergenerationnelles (aines/enfants...etc) 

85929521 
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What ideas have you heard that most inspire/encourage you? Unique ID 

That majority of seniors are doing well in the community and that these well seniors are still very much an 
underutilized resource. The ability to generate a discussion and dialogue with people from outside our own silos. 
The ideas for outreach and support programs that can improve the navigation of the 'system' and improve the 
well-being of seniors and families. 

85929627 

We can solve bigger problems by working on related smaller problems. We can think outside the box to bring 
generations together to make lives better for older persons. Community integration: involving families, 
communities, schools, etc. in activities in elder care facilities; this brings mental fitness in to the older persons' 
home. Care needs to be de-medicalized; there is more to care than the medical needs of the older person; 
attention needs to be given to poly-pharmacy. Consideration should be given to the intended outcomes of 
pharmaceutical or dietary treatment. 

85929703 

The most encouraging thing is that we are all here for the same purpose. We are anxious to proceed with the 
steps. One Community Access Centre of for all information required for aging or challenged adults. This would 
serve an individual requiring knowledge on end of life, placements, support services, legal issues, financial issues, 
volunteering, professional services,companionship, recreation, entertainment,networking,transportation, respite 
care, etc...It could be assistance, support, advocacy for those already in the long term care system or those who 
are well. This would be a person to person communication either by phone or in person.This servive could be 
provided by well seniors, professionals, volunteers.It could serve as a "safe haven" for everyone whether they are 
already in the system or not. However, if a service is offered it has to be resourced. 

85929749 

Seniors walking in church in winter. Seniors reading to children. Sharing knowledge with children. Since there is 
300 people attending this summit, people do realize that WE all need to change. Part 2 Senior friendly homes are 
important - follow up needed. 

85929872 
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What ideas have you heard that most inspire/encourage you? Unique ID 

L'engagement des gens de la communaute et aussi du gouvernement. Un concensus des participants du sommet 
sur la demarche de resolutions de problemes sont des choses qui nous ont encourager. C'est bien de voir que tous 
le monde veut la meme chose. Ce qui nous a inspirer est que nous ne somment pas seul a vouloir faire une 
difference. Ont se sent plus ecouter avec la participation des membres du gouvernement au sommet. Aussi une 
autre inspiration est que le language n'est pas un obstacle. Un partenariat entre les aines et les jeunes des 
communautes est une bonne idee pour debuter. Individualiser les besoins de chaque region afin de fournir les 
ressources necessaires. Ouvrir un centre de crise ou les personnes ages peuvent se rendre pour de 
l'information/aide. 1. Pour garder nos aines en sante a la maison: Promotion des ressources communautaires 
disponible. Les impliquers comme personne ressource dans la communaute. Leurs fournir de l'equipement pour 
se tenir en forme. Une reconnaissance de la part de la communaute. 2. Pour garder nos aines fragile a la maison: 
Offir plus de services avec differentes options d'heures tout au long de la journee. Outiller les familles pour donner 
des soins aux aines. Renumerer des membres de la famille pour etre capable de prendre soins de leurs parents. 3. 
Pour garder nos aines fragile en institutions: Offrir des soins de qualite. Avoir une equipe multidisciplinaire qui 
pourrait offrir des ervices dans la communaute sans avoir une longue periode d'attente.(peut-etre quelque chose 
en prive). 

85929884 

L'engagement des gens de la communaute et aussi du gouvernement. Un concensus des participants du sommet 
sur la demarche de resolutions de problemes sont des choses qui nous ont encourager. C'est bien de voir que tous 
le monde veut la meme chose. Ce qui nous a inspirer est que nous ne somment pas seul a vouloir faire une 
difference. Ont se sent plus ecouter avec la participation des membres du gouvernement au sommet. Aussi une 
autre inspiration est que le language n'est pas un obstacle. Un partenariat entre les aines et les jeunes des 
communautes est une bonne idee pour debuter. Individualiser les besoins de chaque region afin de fournir les 
ressources necessaires. Ouvrir un centre de crise ou les personnes ages peuvent se rendre pour de 
l'information/aide. 1. Pour garder nos aines en sante a la maison: Promotion des ressources communautaires 
disponible. Les impliquers comme personne ressource dans la communaute. Leurs fournir de l'equipement pour 
se tenir en forme. Une reconnaissance de la part de la communaute. 2. Pour garder nos aines fragile a la maison: 
Offir plus de services avec differentes options d'heures tout au long de la journee. Outiller les familles pour donner 
des soins aux aines. Renumerer des membres de la famille pour etre capable de prendre soins de leurs parents. 3. 
Pour garder nos aines fragile en institutions: Offrir des soins de qualite. Avoir une equipe multidisciplinaire qui 
pourrait offrir des ervices dans la communaute sans avoir une longue periode d'attente.(peut-etre quelque chose 
en prive). Donner du soutien au personnel soignant pour assurer une qualite de soins aux patients. 

85930068 
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What ideas have you heard that most inspire/encourage you? Unique ID 

The positive affect some of these changes will have in the lives of seniors. The feeling of making a real difference 
for people The connectivity that has been suggested all throughout this event is very inspiring and exciting An 
experience like this Summit, gives us hope We are encouraged at the enthusiasm of the participants that have 
come together for the purpose of true change The fact that our present situation is rated such a high priority is 
encouraging. This is so important and the idea of real change occuring throughout communities, government and 
the lives of seniors gives us hope The contacts we've made and the conversations we've had with groups that are 
involved in policy making have been great. Having them reach out to the participants here and requesting 
meetings and further discussions to actually do something with this info is such a tremendous opportunity. PART 
TWO - LOOK THROUGH THREE LENSES (healthy elders at home; fragile elders at home; and elders in care It was 
suggested that we focus as well more energy on the health, and lack there of, of our entire population prior to 
becoming a senior (our youth, our middle age, etc.) the health of our present "pre-seniors" is somewhat dreadful 
as compared to years ago Healthy seniors at home: More information and access about and to services Frail 
seniors at home: More follow up and supervision of their daily health. Even something as small as foot care can 
materialize into a serious problem that could require acute care. It could of been avoided possibly. Seniors living in 
care: Increase resources to ensure they have more access to appropriate levels of activities and recreation that 
suite their individual needs; Invest in education for workers to help them more effectively deal with the broad 
range of care needs that may develope as they live in that facility. Moving through their journey of low level of 
needs right up to possibly needing paliative care. There are also such a broad range of cultural differences today 
that require an awareness that many long term care workers are unfamiliar with. 

85930086 

-La partage des connaissances, des habiletÈs traditionnelles (ex. recettes (pain,..)= Reconnecter les diffÈrentes 
gÈnÈrations. -La valorisation des connaissances de la personne qui devrait se perpÈtuer en milieu de travail , en 
communautÈ. En rÈalitÈ il y a un grand fossÈ dans le milieu de travail ou on ne valorise pas les forces de 
l'individu=grande dÈtresse psychologique. -Avoir une vision et dÈfinir un plan vis a vis la vision assez rapidement. -
Enlever notre montre lorsqu'on fait une activitÈ familiale par exemple (qualitÈ de la prÈsence). -Inclusion de tous 
les groupes d'‚ges lors d'une activitÈ et s'assurer que les personnes puissent partager leurs sagesses. - Quelles 
actions pouvons nous prendre pour assurer que la personne ‚gÈe en santÈ demeure dans sa maison? *AccËs a des 
journÈes Èducatives dans la communautÈ *Sensibilisation sur des sujets de santÈ (santÈ en marche). Avoir une 
reconnaissance financiËre afin de maintenir la motivation du bÈnÈvolat qui travaille auprËs de la personne ‚gÈe. * 
Quelles actions pouvons nous prendre pour maintenir la personne fÈbrile dans un Ètat mieux-Ítre avec sa 
condition pathologique et continuer de vivre ? *SÈcurisÈ son domicile *DÈveloppÈ le mandat du Programme Extra 
Mural 

85930159 
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What ideas have you heard that most inspire/encourage you? Unique ID 

Personnes aines biens a la maison: Guichet unique pour acceder les services Reseautage mieux-etre Action pour le 
maintien de la mobilite, une des cles au maintien a domicile (exemple de Grand Bay Westfield est excellent) 
Personne freles a la maison: Intervenant communautaire pour siutation de crise (comme les travailleurs de rue 
pour les jeunes) Utilisation de la technologie pour assurer les suivis Personne freles en institution: Formation pour 
les intervenants afin de les aider a gerer les situations de crise (ex: les comportements perturbateurs) 

85930267 

1. we feel inspired to go back to my community and do something;go back to my service groups and talk about 
what we can do differently with this issue 2. like the positive reframing of the issue 3. there is a consensus that 
things have to change 4. we need a broad vision and the leadership to put a plan into action we have to provide a 
whole range of supports to keep people at home; i.e, home maintenance & renovations, outside yard care, 
transportation, proper nutrition, exercise program, falls prevention. we need to improve the retention and 
recruitment strategies of home support improve access to relief services for family caregivers person centered 
care for residents; meet the needs of the person rather than the person meeting the schedule of the facility 
community involvement in residential facilities, including young people methods to keep families engaged it 
would be better if all special care homes had an RN on staff. this might prevent many hospital placements 

85930285 

Prise de conscience et responsabilisation du problËme et de la solution; DÈsire plus Èvident de travailler ensemble 
(bonnes intentions); Lueur d'espoir qu'il y aura une plus grande volontÈ d'Ècoute de la part du gouvernement, tel 
que dÈmontrÈ par la crÈation du comitÈ consultatif (rapport sur le vieillissement) 1. Action: personne ainÈes ‡ la 
maison (Promouvoir l'autonomie et l'engagement ‡ la communautÈ) Initier des activitÈs de bÈnÈvolat selon les 
champs d'intÈrÍts personnels Les employeurs maintiennent un lien et crÈer une banque de ressources (aller les 
chercher pour des activitÈs ‡ cours terme: ie donner des prÈsentation, encadrement de la relËve, etc.) 2. Action: 
personnes ainÈes ‡ la maison (fragiles) 3. Action: personnes en institution 

85930339 

Being involved and encouraging ours to give back to the community.There are alot of people with talents and 
resources that if they gave a little would make a big difference. Spending more time volunteering and not 
expecting to be paid . The idea of stop working in silos and meet together toward the same goals . The 
responsibility is everyones to make a difference . Inspired by the amount of good ideas. The computer program we 
are working in-to organize our ideas. supporting healthly elders at home - education ,networking in community 
groups for education,organizing volunteer services to assist elders. Supporting frail elders at home -homemaker 
support ,respite care for families,EMP ,easy access to services Supporting frail elders in care -couples have to 
seperate to afford a spouse in nursing home -very hard for them.Volunteers -they are so important. 

85930340 
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What ideas have you heard that most inspire/encourage you? Unique ID 

There are people and places in our community that we can tap into - ie schoools, churches, libraries. Returning to 
a sense of community with a new view on living (intergenerational relationships) Wholistic approach rather than 
political fixes Needs to be a story of celebration Information clearing house where all the information for seniors is 
placed Healthy and Frail Elders at home - 'Senior Watch'. Community working together. Call and visit frequently. 
Clinic with professionals and social activities. Professionals visiting elder social groups and gatherings - ie Bingo 
Halls. Make announcements at social gatherings - ie Radio Bingo in rural areas could have annoucements about 
B/P clinics in the area or upcoming events that may benefit them 

85930465 

Bringing together community with elders (having elder's homes being centers in the community). Elders are also 
resources. Intergenerational activities. Reallocation not necessary creating resources. People need to assume 
responsibilties of community. Prevention and promoting healthy living (Walking and making places for people to 
walk without fear of traffic). Supporting healthy elders at home: training and support services to the caregivers. 
Preparating for aging the same way we prepare for careers. Learn good habits. Planning for everything (individual 
responsibility- sessions about what to do in these situation). Supporting frail elders at home: helpful companion 
(day-to-day maintance, more than company, etc). Job and information bank (can be a form of participation). 

85930554 

Actions we can take for healthy aging at home: ensure that necessary services are readily available, and affodable 
levels for those who can pay, and a system for those who can't, will allow them the same priviledges. challenge 
and engage communities to embrace the principle of inclusion. it could be churches, community groups, how do 
we include aging in our community to make them more age friendly. to get at the 4 areas of focus from the aging 
institute. Actions for the Frail at home: Easier access to services for frail individuals at home. Knowing what exists, 
and a system that is responsive and more flexible to address the specific needs at the right time. A nagivator of 
the system for the frail to know how to access the services, especially when they do not have family supports to 
assist them with this. Tearing down the silos, it is a challenge to know all of the community services and 
government services available. 

85930751 

we are all part of the solution utilizing resources that we have change is necessary forming partnerships ,diversity 
seniors need to pave the pathway to educate the young collabroration of all sectors cultural change in health 
sustain workforce needs public awareness primary health care concept or approach broaden community health 
care team ,preventative health ,larger rehabilitation facilities to facilitate transition 

85930962 
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What ideas have you heard that most inspire/encourage you? Unique ID 

We are encouraged that our apathy has been identified and we are aware we must stimulate the change we need. 
The province has identified the need for the Premier's panel on ageing. Can't wait to see the report. Wellness as a 
part of our lifestyles seems to be coming forward in a manner we have not seen in the past. Perhaps we will finally 
take responsibility for our health and that of our families thus decreasing the burden on our systems. Hopefully 
we are finally making activity and healthy life choices part of our normal daily lives. The discussions have common 
threads thus we must be moving in the same direction or have the same wishes. Therefore we should be able to 
come up with a plan. Everyone realizes that change is necessary; we are passionate about it and we are ready to 
do it! The three lenses: Involve schools as buildings and school children in the lives of elders through meeting 
places and activities. Community service requirements for all children/teens/young persons. Seniors targeted as 
volunteers at schools for various programs. Initiatives aimed at exposure of seniors and young persons to one 
another in order to affect culture change. The resultant effect would promote more community minded persons 
who are able to help each other i.e. a sense of moral obligation would ensue. 

85930964 

The potential that we as the people have the resources and potential power to embrace change in an optimistic 
direction vibrant cities with increased opportunity for dynamic social involvement with technology and an 
increased population the potential to match need with the appropriate resource has increased substantially To 
encourage the involvement of the healthy senior, who represents 70% of the sector, to share their wisdom and 
skillset. In return, this participation validates the senior and their continued contribution to society. This results in 
not only a healthier senior but a socially and mentally stimulated elder who is recognized for that contribution. 
Suggestions to support fragile seniors in home.... community support system...Designated group of residents that 
commit to a daily phone calls, assistance with maintenance or heavier daily chores ie: shovelling a drive way, a 
home cooked meal, take a senior to an appointment or groceries Just because you are a senior does not mean you 
stop living. To have a continum of hobbies, sports that were favorites within younger years. ie 4 wheeling, fishing, 
motorcycle clubs Availability of various housing options that continue to maintain independence but lighten the 
burdern of more strenuous responsibilies such as yard maintenance. Apartments, condominiums, assisted living, 
or communities that foster a more intimate relationship with one another and decreasing social isolation. 

85931399 

support from social workers, willingness to work together, sharing ideas, there may be political will to change how 
things are done,don't feel alone , common experiences, communication between agencies, resources and staff; 
everyone has a contribution to make that has value, every idea has merit, teamwork, no "I" in team. Dr. 
McLaughlin was blunt about reality. actions for healthy elders at home; community activities for older adults, 
accessibility- transportation, provide purposeful activity- volunteer oppoprtunities, plan for retirement, fragile 
elders at home - increased in home support and funding for this, more intiatives to support fragile elderly in rural 
areas. fragile elders in care- more involvement from community groups, 

85931403 
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What ideas have you heard that most inspire/encourage you? Unique ID 

NecessitÈ de partager nos connaissances dans les relations intergÈnÈrationelles Trouver des moyens d'assurer 
l'inclusion de tous les ainÈs. La formation continue... chaque effort qu'on fait pour apprendre quelque chose de 
nouveau a un rÈsultat positif sur notre cerveau. Important que les ainÈs soient convaincus de ce phÈnomËne. 
Briser l'isolation des ainÈs Favoriser des partenariats entre des organismes qui ont des objectifs communs, par 
exemple l'UTANB, la SERFNB et l'AFANB, en ce qui concerne les soins, pour Èviter les dÈdoublements. 

85931430 

L'ÈchÈancier. Les petites communautÈs qui se prennent en main. Tout faire pour Ítre mentally fit. AinÈs engagÈs. 85931517 

Open sharing of thoughts/ideas and resources to assist each of us to provide comprehensive, quality services to 
the seniors of NB. A great first step! Networking... The concept of a comprehensive community care access centers 
including an interim health care environment for folks who need some assistance but do not require expensive, 
acute care and to assist keeping the healthy elderly at home, the frail elderly at home and those in nursing homes 
and in special care homes in the care environment rather than moving them to other services. We don't have to 
build buildings - we can use churches or other infrastructure that already exist in most communities when it is not 
being used for it's original purpose.. Age friendly communities where we focus on helping/supporting those who 
need assistance. Our seniors must not feel alone. Everyone must be engaged - we cannot think that government 
must pay for it all. We all need to feel obligated and committed to be a part of the solution. As New Brunswickers 
we enjoy what we do today because of our seniors.This msut be emphasized to help reduce and/or elliminate 
ageism. Encourage those capable individuals receiving "social assistance" to contribute to their community. Stack 
wood for a senior, deliver meals on wheels if they have a vehicle etc. Somewhere in NB the Wiseman were given 
the right to concessions at the local rink and they used those funds to support the local hockey teams. The 
Wiseman are growing older and were faced with the reality that they could not continue to manage the 
concessions at all times so they challenged the hockey teams - the Wisemen said they would give the teams 
$5,000 in return for 5,000 volunteer hours. Each team member was paired with a Wiseman and they shared the 
jobs that helped to raise the funds. Eventually the parents wanted to volunteer as well. What a powerful sense of 
community that could be built on 

85931616 

actions to support healthy seniors at home: - opportunities for recreation and social involvement - volunteer 
opportunities that will utilize their know-how and experience - one stop shopping telephone number to access 
information about srrvices resources actions to support frail elderly at home: - access to healthy, affordable 
nutrition to enable seniors to remain healthy and independent in their homes. The volunteer meal delivery drivers 
are healthy seniors. The service also serves as a safety check for the well being of fragile clients. - help with 
household tasks / maintemance - transportation to appointments - one stop shopping telephone number to 
access information for services, etc 

85931659 
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What makes for an age friendly community? Unique ID 

Walking trails near schools to promote intergenerational communication. Rest stops along the way with benches 
provided by local businesses and service groups. Reduced taxi fares for seniors. Better bus routes. 

85924828 

Love 85934714 

comunication openness 85934741 

Ouverture tolerance neighbourly support 85934851 

accessible transportation good medical resources affordable and accessible housing inclusion of seniors 
atmosphere of caring about all citizens 

85934879 

Inclusion, visability, interaction, formation of relationships. Create a directory. Welcoming atmosphere. 85934938 

The people who live in community,education, participation,socializing with neighbor, knowing neighbors,open 
mindedness, 

85935047 

1-800-seniors 85935065 

Importance de accessibiltÈ physique Participation au activitÈ communautaire Inclusion dans les prises de dÈcision la 
communautÈ 

85935070 

*En fournissant aux communautÈs du NB tous les outils nÈcessaires (formation sur divers sujets de santÈ, 
Èquipements, Èvaluation du milieu familial...) afin de permettre a ces membres de rester en Èquilibre 
psychologiquement,socialement, et physiquement(sensibiliser tout en respectaut l'autonomie de la 
personne,l'individualitÈ de la personne, la rÈalitÈ de l'environnement communautaire: c'est un travail de 
collaboration). *Le stade du vieillissement fait partie du processus de vie, n'est pas une condition 
pathologique(Influencer la culture communautaire = attitude positive). 

85935100 

Engagement Implication Amies Inclusivite Sante 85935103 

autonomie. Infrastructure environementale. Citoyen engagÈe. Engagement communautaire. 85935105 

promoting involvement of all ages working together ( i.e. youth and seniors) promoting a "take a senior out day" 
universal design of infrastructures accessible activities for all. 

85935118 

Willingness to reach out to others Encouraging seniors to use their skills and talents within the community Services 
and resources required by seniors to be available to them in reasonable proximity to where they reside Making 
sure all in community are engaged and participate in all ways they can 

85935145 

teaching the younger generation to pay more attention to the elderly knowing your neighbors the little 
things(design and upkeep in cities/towns)examples:clean sidewalks,accessable buildings transportation 

85935152 

Barrier free neighborhood Free transportation Assistance from neighbors Safe houses and environments No ageism 
Feeling valued, accepted and welcome Place to contribute and share wisdom Compassionate people Support 

85935165 
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What makes for an age friendly community? Unique ID 

Love Togetherness Caring Intergenerational contacts and connections Community events Helping thy neighbour 
Mutual support Reaching out Do unto others Good transportation (volunteer drivers) Running errands for people 
Regular contact Knocking on your neighbour's door with a hot meal Age-friendly design (houses, cars, outdoor and 
recreational facilities, benches along trails, a hand rail in public areas, doors that are not so heavy) 

85935166 

1) Knowing your neighbours and interacting with them 2) Community Center and community activities where 
people can meet, socialise share and help each other 3) A community that is supported by the municipality 

85935170 

Travailler ensemble avec une communaute intergenerationnelle. GARDER LES AINES ACTIFS. Essayer de repondre a 
leur besoin Faire des activites pour encourager le social 

85935184 

Walk lights that are a little longer. Having a good neighbour- someone that you trust with the location of the 
emergancy keys. Intergenerational contact. People you can trust. Services that look after needs. Drivers being 
aware that pedesterians aren't always fast. Clear road signs. Adopting grandchildren. Meeting places (pinic tables), 
create small places to meet. 

85935194 

socialization infrastructure (width of roads, including sidewalks, green space) mixed income/mixed generational 
vision caring neighbours 

85935199 

1. proper housing 2. communities that have services close by, self-sufficient 3. connecting people together across 
generations, use to be the community church that was the glue that held people together. 4. mutual respect across 
ages 5. see's older adults as valuable stakeholders 

85935219 

The people who live in community,education, participation,socializing with neighbors, knowing neighbors,open 
mindedness, 

85935242 

Les aÓnÈs assume le leadership dans le developpement et l'Èlaboration de projets ou activitÈs Que les institutions 
ou agences travaillent ensemble ‡ la rÈsolution des enjeux. 

85935268 

Intergenerational sharing of community Expectation for all citizens to participate in and mentor in work life Sense 
of value / self worth in your community People feeling needed and having a purpose or reason to get up everyday 
People feeling appreciated Infrastructure and services are age friendly and not discriminatory 

85935420 

-Community access center -Checking on neighbors -Lending a helping hand when needed -services to be available 
to help seniors in their community -user friendly subsidized transportation 

85935427 

care open and resectful community events knowing who your seniors are awareness 85935458 

Local club house/community centre welcoming all ages. Inclusion. Accesible transportation. Helping each other in 
time of need. Tight knit community (where everyone knows your name. Welcome wagon when newcomers come 
in. 

85935655 
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What makes for an age friendly community? Unique ID 

Transportation Visitation Attention Deliveries Accessible buildings Inter- generational Activities Community Centre 
Communes 

85935722 

Eliminating "ageism" - avoiding sterotypes All ages out exercising together Invite seniors to participate in decision 
making Talking together - talking to each other Respect of the senior as a valued member of the community 
Integrated, comprehensive services to allow someone to age in place with dignity 

85935749 

unconditional respect muncipalities pledge to keep our streets safe and clear in the winter so seniors can walk. 
more lights, more secure and not confined inside. youth being more engaged and volunteering to assist seniors in 
their neighbourhoods. Overall Safety concious speedng signs like we have in front of schools for the safety of 
children, do we need this in more neighbouhoods. accessibility and floors in malls for instance, when creating age 
friendly communities. transportation community centers 

85935795 

Feeling included Being present to and with Non motorized trails Accessibility to services, information, events 
Community publications, bulletins, newsletters 

85935999 

access to transportation linkages within the community companionship communication connecting spaces making 
the effort to get outside our "box" 

85936001 

Talking to each other __all generations Teaching children from a young age to be respectful Allowing children and 
seniors to mix learn from each other Safety for all seniors from being exploited or abused A place to have seniors 
feel needed and useful 

85936085 

Transport accessible Services accessibles qui correspondent aux besoins de la population Amenagement des 
edifices Les gouvernements locaux (administrations municipales) devraient avoir un personnel dedie a rendre la 
communaute adaptee. 

85936115 

Transportation Accessibility Availability of services Inclusion Social Activities & Interaction Support 
Acknowledging/Respectful Sense of an extended family 

85936318 

transportation respecting seniors for who they are appropriate activities for seniors people of all ages integrating a 
support system 

85936356 

Age friendly community is regardless of age Interaction 85936378 

Accessibility- mobility, hearing, sight, environment considerations Transportation Use of resources informally 
i.e.meals, med administration, shovelling,etc. Knowing your neighbours Respectful community/respect for elders as 
a part of our culture 

85936385 

communication between the young and the old. friendly people activities that involve all age groups transportation 
for adults and kids caring about your neighbour eating together-block parties kitchen party playing games together 

85936555 

autonomie. Infrastructure environementale. Citoyen engagÈe. Engagement communautaire. 85937461 
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What specifically could be done to support the role of the natural helper/family care giver? Unique ID 

Tax breaks. Cost of paying family members who know the person vs paying homemakers. 85924983 

Case manager to assist family with navigating through the system. Participating in Alzheimer Cafes- Education, 
entertainment, and social support. 

85928729 

tax benefits funds for renovations; ex building ramps, granny suites more respite services, whether in a facility or 
24 hr care and supervision at home respite for individuals with higher care needs; behavior problems 

85935359 

support groups relief care financial support 85937442 

Counselling services for the care giver, respite services. 85937443 

tax benefits funds for renovations; ex building ramps, granny suites more respite services, whether in a facility or 
24 hr care and supervision at home respite for individuals with higher care needs; behavior problems institute 
elder leave care in the workforce 

85937598 

By recongnizing them and the value they bring and offering them respite care. By making sure that they have the 
appropriate training and the right tools to provide the best care. Giving them the support they need. Etablir un 
conge parental pour permettre aux membres de la famille de s'impliquer dans les soins des leurs sur periode 
determinee selon les besoins. 

85937763 

There needs to be more respite available for short term stays. There needs to be an option for short breaks too - 
even a few hours can be anough to help refresh a care giver and help to prevent burnout and resentment 

85937880 

respite/relief, increased in home support,person to talk to explaining what is available, 85937925 

NumÈro de tÈlÈphone, avec intervenant qui puisse diriger vers le service appropriÈ,qui connait les services 
disponible. Personne pivot qui puisse faire un suivie rÈgulier, connait leur dossier. Lit de relËve, faire connaitre le 
service Lit de relËve pourrait Ítre localiser dans les foyer de soins pour personnes a besoins spÈciaux. Support 
financier pour les aidants familiaux et naturels 

85937971 

- education and training for caregiver to have the skills to look after family member - relief care - immediate access 
to midagate crisis -skilled home care workers 

85937976 

support groups relief care financial support accessible resources 85938057 

When someone has to look after a loved one, relief needs to be provided, as well as training. 85938197 
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What specifically could be done to support the role of the natural helper/family care giver? Unique ID 

Il n' a pas de reconnaissance (financiËre, crÈdit d'impÙt, incitatif) exemple lorsqu'un personne prend un absence 
de travail pour soigner l'Ítre cher; Avoir des aides supplÈmentaires (ie centre de jour, un intervenant ou bÈnÈvole 
qui vient selon un horaire) gÈrer par un point d'entrÈe commun pour tous les services; Le bÈnÈvolat devrait aussi 
avoir une compensation pour leur contribution au systËme de santÈ; Les aidants naturels ont aussi besoin de la 
formation et l'encadrement nÈcessaires 

85938200 

GARDER NOS AINES ACTIFS. Un service partage avec le club de l age d or et l aidant naturel. Offrir les repas par la 
popotte roulante aux aidants naturels; offrir des repas du midi aux aidants naturels. 

85938350 

educational support/in home training in techniques to provide care support phone line where a live person is on 
the answering end of the phone to aid in problem solving or to liase in accessing services access to respite care 
support group for caregivers 

85938352 

Better variety of options for relief care Tax breaks Education Considered as part of the team Better system to 
acquire information 

85938353 

Lits de releve. Garderie subventionee pour les personnes ages. Avoir un centre de crise pour le support des 
soignants ou ils peuvent aller consulter/debriefing et meme des services de psychologie. 

85938356 

Respite care both in the home and outside Easy access to respite care - no lengthy assessment needed Easy access 
to education and support Better flexibility and better financial incentives to stay home and take care of your loved 
one. 1800 number that is user friendly, informative, personable (as in a person on the other end). One call to deal 
with everything and anything Support to the caregiver - emotional support Community support - meals, shopping, 
etc 

85938357 

* En leur offrant une formation gratuite sur les soins thÈrapeutiques de base (ex sÈance sur les dÈmences, 
errances, procuration,...) * Avoir une ligne tÈlÈphonique accessible pour rÈpondre aux prÈoccupations des aidants 
naturels. * D'avoir des congÈs familiales pour Ítre en mesure de s'occuper de nos parents. * Service de relËve * 
Centre de jours dans les milieux ruraux * De mettre en place une Èquipe mobile pour faire des suivis auprËs des 
aidants naturels, permettre d'Èvaluer la condition de la personne ‚gÈe et adaper le soins. * 

85938373 

Pay them Make it EASY for them! (right from access forward) Provide a community approach - expand the family 
into the community Maximaze resources 

85938385 

offer support and listen to their needs. Provide respite like adult day care in the home. Possibly with trusted 
volunteers. Just listen and let them work it out. 

85938388 
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What specifically could be done to support the role of the natural helper/family care giver? Unique ID 

Easily navigated system. Clearly defined and publicized services. Central repository of information and service 
delivery such as a "telehealth" model which will link people to required services. Consistent tracking of care 
services after accessing. Comprehensive discharge planning before discharge with followup by the same person. 
Consistency of care/tracking of care services. Easily accessible Respite care Social programs to prevent isolation 
Transportation that is accessible and affordable. Daycentres to allow social interaction and caregiver daily/weekly 
respite. 

85938391 

Offer them help as a friend or neighbor Accessible geriatric team Provide home care to support More respite beds 
in nursing home or special care homes Financial support while caregiving 

85938405 

Day-care centres increase access to respit beds (last year 1,000 empty beds in NB attract more natural 
helper/family care givers by providing minimum wage hot-line mobile gereatric team being able to adress 
emergency situations 

85938409 

-access to daycare and respite care services and promotion of programs -contine and expand on financial support 
of caregivers -encourage geriatric clinics -synposium/expo for caregivers to network and provide support and 
resource information -look at new technologies to allow caregivers to monitor family members at a distance 
allowing them to remain in their homes and families to be active in their lives but at a distance -tax credits for 
caregivers 

85938412 

more acessible respite care support groups navigating case manager more programs for elderly to attend to make 
people more aware of crisis hotlines and other resources 

85938413 

respite/relief, increased in home support,person to talk to explaining what is available,provide 
transporataion/errnd help to the family 

85938417 

- Respite - Offering community awareness sessions within your community - A place in the community where you 
can go to ask questions, get help, guidance, answers and support. - Emergency process in place for situations which 
turn quickly - Day Away funding or assistance with such programs. 

85938442 

Respite Care more accessible and available. Someone to listen and support in the community Support groups to 
assist the seniors who are in a crisis situation. 1_800 line with a real person on the other end that is age friendly 
More day care centers for seniors Parental Leaves for caring for ederly parents. tax relief for caregivers 

85938455 

More support in the hospital (staff changed- difficult to create long-term relationship with hospital staff). Staff 
should be connected with the families (families should not be alone in times of difficulties). Care Givers need 
support from professionals. Vehicle of affection: how can this be provided? 

85938456 

Pay them! Make it EASY for them! (right from access forward) Provide a community approach - expand the family 
into the community Maximaze resources 

85938464 
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What specifically could be done to support the role of the natural helper/family care giver? Unique ID 

Respite Ensuring that services are available in a timely manner. Rexamine training (ie. timelines, extent of training) 
Empower caregivers to use their voices where appropriate Give practical information Connect them with a 
network with other caregivers Refer them to resources Act as a 'coach' for caregivers 

85938465 

1.multi-service senior day care centre, offers respite, and community resources such as foot care. 2. term natural 
helper assumes people know how to care and want to care for an aging person- Family caregivers need tools and 
training to care for a frail older adult the same we offer support to parents having a baby 3. when we are faced 
with the situation of having an older adult, we figure out at that point how we can help 4. need a paid leave from 
work to care for aging family 5. respite care for the caregiver so they can go on vacation. respite care in the home. 

85938477 

We need to be proactive -how many in this room know of a family member ,neighbour or co-worker who knows 
someone who is just on the edge of a crisis. Why can't we have discussions early on before the crisis It may be 
someone who is elderly looking after an elderly spouse with very little help>If something happens to the caegiver 
othere may not even know the care needs of the person left behind.This person will probably need to be sent to 
the hospital . Easier access to information --earlier in the process Start talking about the subject early before the 
illnesses begin . 

85938524 

1. Training 2. more information on services that are available 3. apartments buiilt to be senior friendly - wider 
doorways, stove tops, lower counters etc. new construction must ensure a certain percentage of the units are 
senior friendly at an affordable cost. 4. more hours of care available that can be accessed through SD without 
costing families too much - max hours needs to be increased 5. more front-line workers to deal with the 
applications for services 6. staff need to be more forth coming with information and providing easy to understand 
instructions on how to complete forms and access services. 7. more flexibility from my employer when I need to 
provide care to a fragile family member living at home. 8. security that my job/pay check was not going to be 
negatively affected when I need to provide temporary care. 9. more compassion and understanding of my need to 
be there in the time of need for a family member that is ill or dying. 10. emotional to deal with my own feelings of 
depression, anxiety, exhaustion and strain of dealing with a frail parent while trying to maintain my own family 
responsibilities (husband, children whether or not they are young or older children they still need your attention 
too) 

85938738 

Easy access to information, including a 24/7 1-800 number (with real people). Relief care beds. Financial help when 
taking care of parents. Adult daycare programs. Assessment of help navigate the system. Training caregivers. 

85938810 
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What specifically could be done to support the role of the natural helper/family care giver? Unique ID 

We need to better understand the full scope of what an elderly couple experiences when one has to fully care for 
the other. - respite care in the community to help give the spouse a break - objective counselling available to the 
family to help resolve problems like-- the person doesn't want any strangers caring for him, only wants his wife, 
however she is tired and needs a break. How do you solve that when you are alone? A professional could help. - a 
community directory that is designed to hold the names and contact numbers of persons in the community willing 
to help with different needs i.e. transportation, repairs, etc. The directory could also list the local special care 
homes and nursing homes and some of their services/resources you might be able to access - provide realistic 
worthwhile tax relief for volunteers who spend their gas and time helping their frail neighbour. Also income tax 
relief for spouses that provide care to their husband or wife themselves. They need this tax relief to pay for the 
increased costs they may endure, like homecare, new adaptive equipment, increased gas costs for extra doctor's 
appt.'s, ensure, and many more things that come up. - revisit the financial subsidy evaluation process and make it 
fair for today's rising costs. SUggested to only consider the patient's income instead of the "family income" when 
calculating eligibility. - Increase access to extra mural services, they save millions of dollars annually and help 
reduce unnecessary hospital stays. 

85938843 

Respite care in nursing homes and respite care in home. Education for families Funding to the family to provide 
care as caregivers. Education on line for family members about caregiving. supportive housing 

85938848 

Crisis,Respite care and/or daycare for seniors Crisis and/or a Help Line for seniors and/or their families Educate 
physicians and Nurse Practitioners, VON, Public Health and Extramural staff about all of the appropriate services 
available to meet the specific needs of the individual they are seeing. Elder care leave from work for adult children 
of seniors in crisis - especially when this will prevent admission into acute care, or long term care. Assistance with 
identifying the appropriate service to help maintain a senior safely in their home 

85938863 

support groups relief care financial support accessible resources 85938864 

Accepter les aidants naturels comme faisant partie de la solution. Demander a ceux qui ont l'experience comme 
aidant naturel ce dont ils auraient le plus besoin, Bernice en a mentionne quelques uns: -navigateur -lit de releve -
gestionnaire de cas Est-ce qu'on discute avec nos familles de nos desirs et de nos plans lorsque le besoin d'aidant 
naturel se fera sentir? 

85939037 
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What specifically could be done to support the role of the natural helper/family care giver? Unique ID 

Tax breaks. Cost of paying family members who know the person vs paying homemakers. 85924983 

Case manager to assist family with navigating through the system. Participating in Alzheimer Cafes- Education, 
entertainment, and social support. 

85928729 

tax benefits funds for renovations; ex building ramps, granny suites more respite services, whether in a facility or 
24 hr care and supervision at home respite for individuals with higher care needs; behavior problems 

85935359 

support groups relief care financial support 85937442 

Counselling services for the care giver, respite services. 85937443 

tax benefits funds for renovations; ex building ramps, granny suites more respite services, whether in a facility or 
24 hr care and supervision at home respite for individuals with higher care needs; behavior problems institute 
elder leave care in the workforce 

85937598 

By recongnizing them and the value they bring and offering them respite care. By making sure that they have the 
appropriate training and the right tools to provide the best care. Giving them the support they need. Etablir un 
conge parental pour permettre aux membres de la famille de s'impliquer dans les soins des leurs sur periode 
determinee selon les besoins. 

85937763 

There needs to be more respite available for short term stays. There needs to be an option for short breaks too - 
even a few hours can be anough to help refresh a care giver and help to prevent burnout and resentment 

85937880 

respite/relief, increased in home support,person to talk to explaining what is available, 85937925 

NumÈro de tÈlÈphone, avec intervenant qui puisse diriger vers le service appropriÈ,qui connait les services 
disponible. Personne pivot qui puisse faire un suivie rÈgulier, connait leur dossier. Lit de relËve, faire connaitre le 
service Lit de relËve pourrait Ítre localiser dans les foyer de soins pour personnes a besoins spÈciaux. Support 
financier pour les aidants familiaux et naturels 

85937971 

- education and training for caregiver to have the skills to look after family member - relief care - immediate access 
to midagate crisis -skilled home care workers 

85937976 

support groups relief care financial support accessible resources 85938057 

When someone has to look after a loved one, relief needs to be provided, as well as training. 85938197 

Il n' a pas de reconnaissance (financiËre, crÈdit d'impÙt, incitatif) exemple lorsqu'un personne prend un absence 
de travail pour soigner l'Ítre cher; Avoir des aides supplÈmentaires (ie centre de jour, un intervenant ou bÈnÈvole 
qui vient selon un horaire) gÈrer par un point d'entrÈe commun pour tous les services; Le bÈnÈvolat devrait aussi 
avoir une compensation pour leur contribution au systËme de santÈ; Les aidants naturels ont aussi besoin de la 
formation et l'encadrement nÈcessaires 

85938200 
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What specifically could be done to support the role of the natural helper/family care giver? Unique ID 

GARDER NOS AINES ACTIFS. Un service partage avec le club de l age d or et l aidant naturel. Offrir les repas par la 
popotte roulante aux aidants naturels; offrir des repas du midi aux aidants naturels. 

85938350 

educational support/in home training in techniques to provide care support phone line where a live person is on 
the answering end of the phone to aid in problem solving or to liase in accessing services access to respite care 
support group for caregivers 

85938352 

Better variety of options for relief care Tax breaks Education Considered as part of the team Better system to 
acquire information 

85938353 

Lits de releve. Garderie subventionee pour les personnes ages. Avoir un centre de crise pour le support des 
soignants ou ils peuvent aller consulter/debriefing et meme des services de psychologie. 

85938356 

Respite care both in the home and outside Easy access to respite care - no lengthy assessment needed Easy access 
to education and support Better flexibility and better financial incentives to stay home and take care of your loved 
one. 1800 number that is user friendly, informative, personable (as in a person on the other end). One call to deal 
with everything and anything Support to the caregiver - emotional support Community support - meals, shopping, 
etc 

85938357 

* En leur offrant une formation gratuite sur les soins thÈrapeutiques de base (ex sÈance sur les dÈmences, 
errances, procuration,...) * Avoir une ligne tÈlÈphonique accessible pour rÈpondre aux prÈoccupations des aidants 
naturels. * D'avoir des congÈs familiales pour Ítre en mesure de s'occuper de nos parents. * Service de relËve * 
Centre de jours dans les milieux ruraux * De mettre en place une Èquipe mobile pour faire des suivis auprËs des 
aidants naturels, permettre d'Èvaluer la condition de la personne ‚gÈe et adaper le soins. * 

85938373 

Pay them Make it EASY for them! (right from access forward) Provide a community approach - expand the family 
into the community Maximaze resources 

85938385 

offer support and listen to their needs. Provide respite like adult day care in the home. Possibly with trusted 
volunteers. Just listen and let them work it out. 

85938388 

Easily navigated system. Clearly defined and publicized services. Central repository of information and service 
delivery such as a "telehealth" model which will link people to required services. Consistent tracking of care 
services after accessing. Comprehensive discharge planning before discharge with followup by the same person. 
Consistency of care/tracking of care services. Easily accessible Respite care Social programs to prevent isolation 
Transportation that is accessible and affordable. Daycentres to allow social interaction and caregiver daily/weekly 
respite. 

85938391 

Offer them help as a friend or neighbor Accessible geriatric team Provide home care to support More respite beds 
in nursing home or special care homes Financial support while caregiving 

85938405 
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What specifically could be done to support the role of the natural helper/family care giver? Unique ID 

Day-care centres increase access to respit beds (last year 1,000 empty beds in NB attract more natural 
helper/family care givers by providing minimum wage hot-line mobile gereatric team being able to adress 
emergency situations 

85938409 

-access to daycare and respite care services and promotion of programs -contine and expand on financial support 
of caregivers -encourage geriatric clinics -synposium/expo for caregivers to network and provide support and 
resource information -look at new technologies to allow caregivers to monitor family members at a distance 
allowing them to remain in their homes and families to be active in their lives but at a distance -tax credits for 
caregivers 

85938412 

more acessible respite care support groups navigating case manager more programs for elderly to attend to make 
people more aware of crisis hotlines and other resources 

85938413 

respite/relief, increased in home support,person to talk to explaining what is available,provide 
transporataion/errnd help to the family 

85938417 

- Respite - Offering community awareness sessions within your community - A place in the community where you 
can go to ask questions, get help, guidance, answers and support. - Emergency process in place for situations which 
turn quickly - Day Away funding or assistance with such programs. 

85938442 

Respite Care more accessible and available. Someone to listen and support in the community Support groups to 
assist the seniors who are in a crisis situation. 1_800 line with a real person on the other end that is age friendly 
More day care centers for seniors Parental Leaves for caring for ederly parents. tax relief for caregivers 

85938455 

More support in the hospital (staff changed- difficult to create long-term relationship with hospital staff). Staff 
should be connected with the families (families should not be alone in times of difficulties). Care Givers need 
support from professionals. Vehicle of affection: how can this be provided? 

85938456 

Pay them! Make it EASY for them! (right from access forward) Provide a community approach - expand the family 
into the community Maximaze resources 

85938464 

Respite Ensuring that services are available in a timely manner. Rexamine training (ie. timelines, extent of training) 
Empower caregivers to use their voices where appropriate Give practical information Connect them with a 
network with other caregivers Refer them to resources Act as a 'coach' for caregivers 

85938465 

1.multi-service senior day care centre, offers respite, and community resources such as foot care. 2. term natural 
helper assumes people know how to care and want to care for an aging person- Family caregivers need tools and 
training to care for a frail older adult the same we offer support to parents having a baby 3. when we are faced 
with the situation of having an older adult, we figure out at that point how we can help 4. need a paid leave from 
work to care for aging family 5. respite care for the caregiver so they can go on vacation. respite care in the home. 

85938477 
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What specifically could be done to support the role of the natural helper/family care giver? Unique ID 

We need to be proactive -how many in this room know of a family member ,neighbour or co-worker who knows 
someone who is just on the edge of a crisis. Why can't we have discussions early on before the crisis It may be 
someone who is elderly looking after an elderly spouse with very little help>If something happens to the caegiver 
othere may not even know the care needs of the person left behind.This person will probably need to be sent to 
the hospital . Easier access to information --earlier in the process Start talking about the subject early before the 
illnesses begin . 

85938524 

1. Training 2. more information on services that are available 3. apartments buiilt to be senior friendly - wider 
doorways, stove tops, lower counters etc. new construction must ensure a certain percentage of the units are 
senior friendly at an affordable cost. 4. more hours of care available that can be accessed through SD without 
costing families too much - max hours needs to be increased 5. more front-line workers to deal with the 
applications for services 6. staff need to be more forth coming with information and providing easy to understand 
instructions on how to complete forms and access services. 7. more flexibility from my employer when I need to 
provide care to a fragile family member living at home. 8. security that my job/pay check was not going to be 
negatively affected when I need to provide temporary care. 9. more compassion and understanding of my need to 
be there in the time of need for a family member that is ill or dying. 10. emotional to deal with my own feelings of 
depression, anxiety, exhaustion and strain of dealing with a frail parent while trying to maintain my own family 
responsibilities (husband, children whether or not they are young or older children they still need your attention 
too) 

85938738 

Easy access to information, including a 24/7 1-800 number (with real people). Relief care beds. Financial help when 
taking care of parents. Adult daycare programs. Assessment of help navigate the system. Training caregivers. 

85938810 
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What specifically could be done to support the role of the natural helper/family care giver? Unique ID 

We need to better understand the full scope of what an elderly couple experiences when one has to fully care for 
the other. - respite care in the community to help give the spouse a break - objective counselling available to the 
family to help resolve problems like-- the person doesn't want any strangers caring for him, only wants his wife, 
however she is tired and needs a break. How do you solve that when you are alone? A professional could help. - a 
community directory that is designed to hold the names and contact numbers of persons in the community willing 
to help with different needs i.e. transportation, repairs, etc. The directory could also list the local special care 
homes and nursing homes and some of their services/resources you might be able to access - provide realistic 
worthwhile tax relief for volunteers who spend their gas and time helping their frail neighbour. Also income tax 
relief for spouses that provide care to their husband or wife themselves. They need this tax relief to pay for the 
increased costs they may endure, like homecare, new adaptive equipment, increased gas costs for extra doctor's 
appt.'s, ensure, and many more things that come up. - revisit the financial subsidy evaluation process and make it 
fair for today's rising costs. SUggested to only consider the patient's income instead of the "family income" when 
calculating eligibility. - Increase access to extra mural services, they save millions of dollars annually and help 
reduce unnecessary hospital stays. 

85938843 

Respite care in nursing homes and respite care in home. Education for families Funding to the family to provide 
care as caregivers. Education on line for family members about caregiving. supportive housing 

85938848 

Crisis,Respite care and/or daycare for seniors Crisis and/or a Help Line for seniors and/or their families Educate 
physicians and Nurse Practitioners, VON, Public Health and Extramural staff about all of the appropriate services 
available to meet the specific needs of the individual they are seeing. Elder care leave from work for adult children 
of seniors in crisis - especially when this will prevent admission into acute care, or long term care. Assistance with 
identifying the appropriate service to help maintain a senior safely in their home 

85938863 

support groups relief care financial support accessible resources 85938864 

Accepter les aidants naturels comme faisant partie de la solution. Demander a ceux qui ont l'experience comme 
aidant naturel ce dont ils auraient le plus besoin, Bernice en a mentionne quelques uns: -navigateur -lit de releve -
gestionnaire de cas Est-ce qu'on discute avec nos familles de nos desirs et de nos plans lorsque le besoin d'aidant 
naturel se fera sentir? 

85939037 

 
 
Is there any specific action that you will take as a result of todays Summit? Unique ID 

Promote change within my community 85937624 

keep the talk rolling network 85937714 
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Is there any specific action that you will take as a result of todays Summit? Unique ID 

more communication with community parteners 85938362 

Pay more attention to my community by noticing neighbors who may ned assistance I am going to make time 
Speak to my children about the importance of elders, respect, family, community 

85939158 

I seriously hope that in 5 years we are not back here listening to the same challengs and problems that need to be 
addressed. 

85939274 

Possiblement de faire une action individuelle qui aura un impact sur le mieux-Ítre de la personne ‚gÈe,un membre 
important de la communautÈ. 

85939297 

Meet with necessary officials to enhance the role of our special care homes in NB Be more attentive to seniors in 
our community Meet with local representatives about beginning some sort of outreach program in my community 
to mesh my SCH residents, their families and my staff with the seniors in the community to discover ways we can 
entertain each other, help each other, improve access to services, and ensure the community is a place where we 
are all worthwhile contributors. 

85939649 

I am going to go back into my community and see what I can do to help make awareness in my expertise. i.e. to 
offer sessions, etc. To also become involved and offer to assist in helping organize or arrange for awareness in 
other areas that are needed for our elderly population. 

85940259 

 
 
Are there any comments or feedback that you would like to offer to the organizers of this Summit? Unique ID 

A good beginning of the needs of elder care in the province. Outlines that there is much work to do yet....and who 
is responsible for seeing that it gets done? 

85937818 

good lunch loved the music need to keep on schedule was the agenda too ambitious? facilitators spent too much 
time on their life stories on the first day 

85937910 

great 2 days. enjoyed the interaction with various parteners 85938480 

TRES BEAU TRAVAIL!! 85939350 

Merci pour cette rencontre! Permit d'avoir une belle Èchange sur la vision d'un environnement qui va supporter le 
dÈveloppement psychologique, physique et social de la personne ‚gÈe en partenariat avec les autres groupes d'‚ge 
(IntergÈnÈration). Le dÈroulement de la deuxiËme journÈe a demandÈ beaucoup d'efforts cognitifs cependant 
(objectifs de la journÈe trop volumineux). La musique du piano Ètait forte a certains moments de la journÈe.La 
nourriture Ètait bonne Bravo au comitÈ organisateur! 

85939924 
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Are there any comments or feedback that you would like to offer to the organizers of this Summit? Unique ID 

The format was innovative but not sure it was the best for the sneior participants. Moving from table to table was 
not popular with all the seniors. The time for the small group discussions was not long enough in most cases. The 
keynote address left many older participants wondering what the summit was all about. They came to offer ideas 
on how to make things better for seniors and it was a bit lossey-goosey...for some. The whole....having a dialogue 
and story telling didn't ressonate with many in the room. Remember the participants when designing a session. 
Being creative in the format works for big thinkers but not for those who are of the old school. 

85939954 

 


